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Holland City News.
VOL. XVIL-NO.

HOLLAND,

i.

Keene and company play three nights in Opera
House.... Postofflce moved. ...Fite inches of
snow fell and trains delayed....Life Saving Crew
Betrospeot of the Volume Just Closed. went into commission. ...Cancnses held for nominating candidates for city offices. The Walsh-De
With this issue, dear reader, the News Roo Milling Company Incorporatedas a stock
enters upon the seventeenthyear of Us company....Thesupposedmurder in West Olive

VOLUME

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

23rd inst.— Excavation for Blom’s block com-

XVII.

menced.... Work

commencedon improving Mar-

First Reformed Church.... Llesman spring discovered.

ket street. . “Wild Jim” visits city and astonishea

becomes a raving maplac.... Marshal arrests a
drunken woman.... “Sacred Concert” at Bay
View....‘,Bnm-boat8"
fading fast nnder the glare
turns out to be a case of suicide.
of Sheriff Woltman’s official eye.... Slxty-two
existence, and the sixth year under its
9th Inst— Co-operative Supply Company stock tents np at Macatawa.... Board of Educationenpresent publisher. On this, our natal
paid in and store leased preparatory to commenc- j 8*zce severalteachers for school,
day, we look back on the years wtth pride
lag business....Result of municipalelection de-| 30ih lust.— “Tin horn" gamblers arrested at
and satisfaction. We are proud to have dared by Council....The Common Council take Macatawa. ...A stranger appropriates $4.38 from
City Hotel till and gets fifteen days in jail for bis
furnished a paper that has merited your steps to Improve Centennial

All

Dykema and

Mrs.

W. Oxncr

are married....K. Van Haaftendies after a linger-

Rock

NO.

833;

previous records have been

0 eggs by a July pullet

10th inst.-Mr. J.

.

natives with his markmanship....Johu Nyasen

WHOLE

4, 1888.

b

eaten

of the Plymouth

breed belonging to Mr. I. H.

Lam*

killed by a ball.... Private opinions of the Lles-

oreux. This week be brought ui a ipecl* \
men of “hen fruit” which measured

man

6^x8^

ing lllneM....Gerrlt Hazelaar, of Noordcloos, Is
spring occupiestwo columns of the paper.

.... Annual meeting of

the 8. 0. and

W.

A. Agri-

inches in

circp

inference.

Who

can beat this?

cnlturalSociety.

— 4»-

17th Inst.—The “cage” was put In our “lock-up.”

Dobot

fall

.....

to attend the lecture of Lieut.

....Leonard Kleyn and Miss Jennie Madden, of

Baker next Wednesday evening at the
Mich., are married....Mlu Isaac Ctppon
Opera House. Diagram of reserved seats
expires rather suddenly, although she had been in
16th inst.-Mrs. A. M. Burgess died after a fool,8hneB8---Throe strangers walk off with $75 poor health for several years.... That spring open on Tuesday at O. Breyman’s jewel*
approbationand support, and has conlingering illness.. ..Grace Church gave an enter- fr°m u- Van der Haar’s safe.... “Bum-boats” “makes us tired,”but we have to answer a bushel ry store. Tickets for course of five lectributed to the growth of Holland. While
Ulnment in Opera House.... Mr. Jas. Huntley baDi8hed• •KxcurBlon8 10 Macatawaand the of letters In regard to it.
tures, $1.00; single tickets 25 cents, Inwe have made, undoubtedly,many mis- starts up his new factoryon River Street....Be8ch numerous with plenty of picnics, good
24th inst.-Issnea Christmas Supplement... cluding reserved seats.
lades, and could not possibly make the Board of Canvasseraof Ottawa County discover flehlngand lots of fun.
Safe In freight office of Chicago and West Mich. R'y

Park.

paper a rival of some- of the “large city that 2,829 “yes ” votes and 3,013 “no” votes were

33

Evart,

august.

“cracked".. ..Connell pass an ordinanceregulaIt Is said that Hart Bros, new barge
High ting billiard halls.
will be built at Holland, the business men
23rd inst.— Contains Mayor McBride'sinaugural School building....Werkman building ready for
tained a living,and have made all the im31st inst.— A lament from the bachelors is heard
of that city having offereda bonus for the
. Overaddress....Rev. Geo. F. Hunting,of Kalamazoo, inside work. ... A terrible drouth prevails.
in this issue.... Henry DeVries and Dona Nlbbeprovements in the paper that its subscriplectures in College Chapel.... Alba Heywood in grown boys came here on excursion,filled up with llnk are married....The masons observed St. establishment of a shipyard there. Tho
tion list and advertising patronage would Opera House .... Rumor and gossip have no chance foreign liquor and visited Justice Post for their
John's day.... Eugene 8. Wail, of Old Mission, is timber to be used In the construction of
warrant. We do not say that our task in the double weddingof Albertus Van Duren and foolishness.... Resorts doing a livelybusiness
united in marriage to Jennie Pfanstiehl of this the boat will be shipped from Van Buren
18th inst.— Excursion from Kalamazoo brongl t city.
has been a hard one, nor has it been light. Helen Planstiehl,and A. C. Van Raalte and ChrisCounty. It was impossibleto get the
The editor’s chair is ever known as a la- tina Pfanstiehl whoso marriages are announced two “bullies" who attempted to have things all
JABUABT.
timber
here or the boat would have been
in this issne. ...Illegalfishing with nets in Bay their own way, but were frustratedby Officer Odell
7th inst.— John Sprlk has a runaway and susborious one, with a decidedly hard botoccupies considerable space in this issue.
who gave them a few hours in the “cooler”....Q.
built here.— &zt47afuc& Commercial.^
tains a serious scalp wound.... WilliamLong is
tom, and his path particularlythorny, but
80th inst.— Work on Breyman’s and Bntton's J. Kroon, an old resident of the city, dica....O. arrested on a charge of rape.... Stockholders of
throughout the many vicissitudes are buildingscommenced....Ten feet of water In Breyman 0CCUP*eB new 8*ore,,,,Bace8 held at fair
Postmaster Van Pdtten’b enforce*
Opera House hold annual meeting.
ground!
meeting
of Allegan and Ottawa circuit.
harbor
at
Resorts.
.
W
.
Vorbeck
opens
furniture
scattered“clouds with silver linings,”
meat of the order forbiddingthe placing
14thlnst.—Proi.J.J.
Anderson resigns his po20th inst.—The work of veneering the First Reof advertisements in the office, cleans out
and pleasant incidents that have cemented store .... Closl ng exercises of Western Theological
sition in Hope College.
J. Van de Voste offers a
Seminary held in Third Reformed Chorch.
formed Church commenced....A lady by the name
our friendship, made our zeal in our
boy twenty cents for restoringto him $25 which a lot of relics and, almost breaks the heart
of Kreraer dies very suddenly at Noordeioos, from
he had lost on the sidewalk....William Long of Johsnnes Elenbaas, who has used the
MAT.
work greater,and our outlook for the fuobesity,she weighing475 pounds at time of death.
bound over for trial to the CircuitCoart.
7th inst. -The officialsof the Townshipand
ture more enticing,hopeiul and pleasant.
place for some time past in which to dis__ __ 1 ....Post CommanderVan Baalte surprisedby the
21st Inst.— Annual meeting of the Farmers’
play bis nao ideas on all subjects.
For the next year we make no promises. solve the “bridge difficulty," but it was “no go.
Mutual InsuranceCompany.... Rev. Jordan 1m
We shall make such improvements in the ....Meeting called for prospecting for natural gas ing men picnic at Resorts — Fred Plasman, over- posed upon for the third tlmeby “dead-beati”... understandhe will file a protest with the
seer of highwaysof township, asks Council to apPostmaster General and endeavorto again
News as circumstanceswill allow. We . ..The funeral of Martinus Bongrarts, who died propriatemoney for Improvingroad between city The death of Mrs. J. Dunrsema announced.
at Soldier'sHome, held in MethodistChurch....
inflict on a long sufferingbut patient pubshould like to make many important
28th Inst— Ice fifteenInches thick in Bay...
and Resorts.
Council fills appointive offices.... Waverly Stone
Annual
meeting
of
stockholders of Cappon and lic his numerous and curious literary
changes,but whether we do or not will
27th inst— Life Saving Crew go to the rescue of
Quarry visitedby a party of Grand Rapids gentle
the water-loggedschooner Lady McDonald and Bertsch Leather Company....Barn of Roelof De productions.
depend on the size of “our barrel.”
men.
Koning.ofOverisel, burned. ...Announcementof
render Invaluable service.... The “Macatawa” disOur policy is too well understoodby all
14th inst.-ThoLife Saving Crew received
.
Miss Satterthwaite,not Saterswaite,
Fraternal Society lecturecourse.
to need any particularmention. We are boat, from Chicago ... Report or cenin. taken b, I contlnUM making regular trip..... Annual StateIs a graduate, with honors, of the LB*
ment of Board of Education appears in this issue.
on the eve of another presidential cam- Supervisor Van Duren published, showing Holerary departmentat Ann Arbor, not Bryn
SEPTEMBER.
land’s growth in two years to be about five hunpaign and as our business is printingand
3rd inst.— Prof. H, Boers and Miss Louise Birkdauer, as we stated in our last issue.
dred inhabitants.. .Companyorganizedfor the
publishinga newspaper we shall do as purpose of boring for natural gas.
hoff married in Chicago...Mrs. Elizabeth Swift
Splendid winter weather the past week. She further prosecuted her studies under
dies and remains taken to Decatur,Mich., for
much work as we cau get pay for and
21st inst.— Thirty buildings in course of erection
a fellowship at Bryn Mauer, in a course
burial.... W. C. T. U. convention held in Bope
shall not “spice” our columns with per- in city ____ Six tramps in jull in one evening.
We missed the January thaw for 1888. of Philology and Sauskrlt; returning this
sonal controversies, nor with political Base ball at fair grounds.... German Lutheran Chnrch....Tne season at Resortsabout over....
Church organized in city.... Work commenced on The fortiethanniversary of the settlement of ZeeAttend Lieut. L. B. Baker’s lecture fall to her alma mater for the purpose of
spite work. If we have desirable, honornew railway dock ...The taking of testimony
observed in that place by its citizens....
postgraduate work. Her appointment
next Wednesday evening.
able, and well-fitted candidates for posi- chancery suit between city and tow>sbtp com- Shippingof fruit makes business lively about
to teach Greek and Latin In the Grammar
tions we shall advocate their nomination menced....ThcOpera House gets a acorcblng....town.... Labor day observedin this city.. ..Cass
The Board of Supervisors of this coun- School Department of Hope College seand election,but all others will recollect Trotting matinee at fair grounds between local I Cole, a guest a? tho Resorts,drowned whUe sailing
ty were in session this week.
cures to that Institution one in every way
horses....Property owners on Seventh street on Lake Michigan....The steamer Queen of the
that wo se# space and that our rates will
competent, and especiallyso in languages,
petition Council to improve that thoroughfare. Lakes reporta having carried75,000 passengers to
An entertainment will shortly be given
be in accordancewlih the candidate and
classical, modern, and oriental Prof.J.
28th Inst. -Slightfrost.... Landlords Ryder and MacaUwa and 0t,awa Reach.
what he desires to say, and will not be Scott take charge of the hotels at the Reaorts ... 10th inst. -School and college opened.... Will by the choir of Grace Church.
G. Sutpbeu will tesch Latin and Greek In
higher than one thousand dollars per A board of visitorscall on Hope College....Mr. Z. Bangs and Josephine Kleklntveld married....
MrsT" Huffenruiterdied yesterday tho Academic Department in Prof. AnderB.D. Keppel and Mias Annie H. Van Raalte were Boston Opera Company at Opera House.... Lucas
column per issue.
son's p lace.
married ...R. Wccrtman starts a cookie factory De Klein, of Drenthe, killed by a kick from a cowl morning after a brief illness, aged 80
In accordance with the custom, adopted
in city.... Illegal fishermen tried and sentenced to which he was milking....Jacobus Van der Wegc’ years.
Last Monday six tramps were discovA
two years ago, we give in the following a short terms in jail at Grand Haven.... Arrange- deserts his family....Resorta closed,
Grand Haven is also agitating tho ered on tbe Allegan passenger train golng\
glance at the contentsof what appeared menta made for - the observanceof Decoration nth inst.— Steamer Macatawa sold at morlgage
in each issue of the year just closed:
sale ..The Queen of tho Lakes discontinues question of lighting the city with ela^ north. They were ordered off by Con- \

weeklies,” we have

“pegged along,”

ob-

amendment. |

cast on prohibitory

6th

Inst.—

Work commenced on new
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

„

We

new

.

,

LOCAL ITEMS.

m

Day.
I0NK

TBBRUXBT.
5th inut.— Devoted- to general review of etty’a
prosperity,

showing buildingserected during

year to amount of |150.000; manufacturingand
$2,000,000... Work commenced on Werkmaa
dock ...Eighteen degrees below zero.... Mrs.
Bakker, widow Laarman, early settler,died....
Mrs. J. Ailing died at home of her son-in-law,
John Cappon....Rev.P. Moordyk lectured in
College Chapel....Two thousand papers Issued.

trade,

4th inst.—

W. U. Doming

making

trips

on the Bay....The safe of Rutgers

Tub Tien, of Graafschap, “cracked."
three hijn- 24th Inst— “Kickapoo” Indians

&

Factory making six hundred tubs and

We

in Holland and

dred pails per day.... Muskegon and Holland ball give nighlly performancesin Skating Rink...', this

to \
when an attempt was made to \

ductor Asa Williams but they refused

triclty.

died... Butter

are obliged to cut

down our

locals

week In order to give place to other

go, and

eject them, one of the

number,

burly fellow, pulled out

clubs have a game at fair grounds....The

a

big \
bowle V

a great

large

Queen Rev. Van Pelt lectures in Hope Church.... Con- interesting matter.
knife and assaulted the brabeman. Offiwork, tennial Park cleared of Its “rulna”....Whatwas
The
sky
was
obscured
by
clouds
last
....Mr.and Mrs. J. W. Bosman and H. Wyk- left of the old townhousewas burned....The News
cers were summoned but the tramps bsd
huysen and wife leave for a trip to the Nether- prints one thousand five hundred copies for fair Saturday during the time billed for the ail disappeared before they reached the
lands.... The Board of Educationdecides to erect week,
eclipse of the moon.
scene. Marshal Vaupell went in pursuit

ofthe Lakes arrivesin port for the season’s

. of

a high school building. ...Lengthyaccount
Memorial Day

October.
The News Issues a

and ovrehauledtwo of the scoundrels in
fair daily. ...'Mrs.
Tramps are becoming very nutaeroui in
West
Olive. They were identified
j
A Meerman died, aged 72
11th inst.-TheCreamery making 1,300 pounds Gilmoredies at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. this section and hardly a night passes hut
years.... Black River Highway Bridte is washed of butter per day.... Tho steamer “Queen" making Alcott....Fifteenthousand people attend fair,
Conductor Williams, and Marshal Vaupell /
what the officers have a few in charge.
away by a “freshet”....Washouts on railroad at two trips to Resorts each day....A swindlerar- which proves a grand success,paper given up to a
then made a complaintagainst them,
f
Jenlsonvillemake transferof passengers necessary rested by Mrs. D. M. Geo & Co....Lieut.J. H. I full account of exhibitions,etc.
Miss Hattie Wright, of Allegan, and for assault with a deadly weapon and the /
.... grains pushed over railroadbridge by hand on
8th inst.— The schooner Ebenezcr comes ashore
Rogers inspects Life Saving Crew.... A trotttng
Miss Minnie Wright, of Albion, Ind., sis other for vagrancy. Tbe examination of '
account of freshet injuring bridge ... Meeting of
12th inst.-JohnAlberti, the undertaker, occu-

pies now

exercises,

1st inst.—

by

building....

one

matineeheld at

Township and City officials at which means were
to be devisedfor the erection of a temporary
bridge across Black River.
19th

inst.-Land and Labor Club organized....

Oospel meetings held in churches....J. Nyland

movea to Grand Haven to take charge of the Metz
Leather Company.... Jacob G. Van Putten appointed postmaster.

fair

grounds.

at this

18th inst.-Strawberries three cents per quart.

....Only ninety-three degreesin the shade....
Mayor McBride buys “Kenyon lot,” corner River
and Eighth streets. ...“Bum-boats” blossom out
at the Resorts....Children's day observed at the
M. E. Church.... Nicholas Reibold, aged 88 years,
died at the residence of Mr. S. Schmid.... Vanpell's harness shop on fire....The busiest place in
the city In the neighborhoodof Werkman’sAgricultural Works.... Ret. Ayres of Grace Church
resigns and moves to Connersville, Indiana....
This Lightning Rod Dispenser receives a little at-

of

port but is got off before any great amount

damage

at fair

is

done.... List of premiums awarded

published in this Issue.

ters of Mrs.

Mabbs,

week.

tbe first will be held before Justice Post

are visiting here this

next

;

Tuesday.
-

/

/

-

15th Inst.—The A. C. Van Raalte came into the
harbor for the firsttime in about sixteen years....
Jail delivery at new "lock-np”....Mr.
Breaker,of
Graafschap, is robbed.... Suow
in a Bar Room" and
on', “Uncle
“Hurt*

fell...

“Ten

The ground-hog failed to seo its shadow
last Thursday and we consequentlymay

Frank Tucker’s Metropolitans,and
the new management of the Opera House,

Nights 0XnCCt pleasant weather for the next six were greeted by a full bousS last Wednesat
day evening. The play, “East Lynne”

Tnm-*
Tom’s Cabin" 0*1
^reel^>

Opera Honse, and there had been no frost to open

was rendered

in a

manner highly

•

satisfac-

26th inst.-Hada snow storm accompanied with
the burrs cither.
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ny. tory to tbe audience. Tucker was in his
thunder and lightning....Grace Church Sunday
22nd inst.— Tho Werkman Agricultural Works
um , best mood and bis representation of the
and,
of Grand Haven, formerly of this
School gives an entertainmentIn Opera House.
made its presenceknown by blowing its chime
city, on Thursday, January 20, 1888
....I. H. Lamoreux receives his letter patent for
character of Bir Francis Levison was much
whistle.... Austin Harringtonand Lucia GarveVindicatorFanning Mill. ...The ladies of the tention in this issue.
daughter.
admired. The new arrangement of the
link married.
“EasternStar" give party in Masonic Hall and
25th inst.-C. W. Bennett, of the Michigan
chairs of the house was proven to he bet29th Inst— Rev. D. Broek receives a “call” to
Opera House.
Hedge Company .moves to Holland and commences
Coal seems to be a scarce article with
Cedar Grove, WIs... .Werkman AgriculturalWorks
ter than the old way. Those who occuto take orders from farmers for hedge fence. . .The
VABCH.
the
city dealers. Are the effects of the
starts to runuing and its machinery tested. ...A
pied the end chairs of the rows were
schooner
Lena
Behm
beached
daring
a
fog
on
5th Inst.— K. E. Workman leases foundry of W .
wind storm prevails and raises havoc among the Reading difficultyto visit Holland? It
[iven s better view of the etsge, and the
H. Doming.... Twenty-twopersons join First Lake Michigan, but is got off safely by the tug
local schooners....Rev. E. C. Oggcl lectures in
seems so.
Rffomed Church.... Judicial Convention held In Jennie King...Grand Haven base ball clnb deacoustic regulations seemed to be much
First Reformed Chnrch.... Burglars and safe
City Hall.... ProhibitionMass Meeting held In feats the Holland clnb by a score of 20 to 18....
breakers visit tbe store of A. Sleketeeandsecures
The west Michigan Park Association improved. Goodrich’! full orchestra,
Preparations being made for a celebration of the
Ninth Holland Christian Reformed Church.
$600 worth of plunder.
will hold its next annual meeting next composed of eight musicians,were In atFourthof July. ...The Life Saving Crew give an,
«th inst.— Mr and Mrs. L. Van Putttn receive
KOV11IBXR.
exhibition drill before an audienceof abont one
Tuesday at the office of Cyrus E. Perkins tendance and acquitted themselvesin a
a little girl baby....Postmaster Van Pntten con5th inst.— E. E. Werkman sells the Phwnlx
thonsand people at Resorts....Excursionsto Revery creditable manner in rendering apfirmed by Senate....Tramps numerous in city....
in Grand Rapids.
sorts and picnicsby the score.... Commencement Planing Mill to Mr. B. L. Scott.... LittleRichard
Miss Carpenter, Ward School teacher, resigned.
propriate music.
Overweglsrunoverby
the cars and both hands
W V
....The city enjoinedfrom filling np the hole Week, pleasant weather and exercises of College
We acknowledge the receipt of $2 from
terriblycrashed....Miss Bessie Thew and the Y.
and Pnbllc Schools a success in every particular,
made In Black River Highway by fteshet and covLast week Thursday evening Mrs. Geo\
the
“J.
K.”
entertainment
for
the
OverW. C. A. give an entertainmentat the Opera
ered by small bridge.... George L. Taple lectures
JUtT.
weg Fund. It is abont ten per cent of N. Williams of the City Hotel, received a\
House.
In Opera Honse.
2nd inst. -G. A. Kanters and Clara Lightner
dispatch from Minton, Wexford county, \
12th inst.— The anarchistsare hang ...The the net receipts from that entertainment.
19th Inst.— Ice In Bay disappearing.. .J. De married at Hartford. .. .Conductor Swift injnred at
this state, announcing that her brother, \
Haan buys liverystable of A. C. Van Raalte. .. Wooster Hill.... Third Chnrch picnic.... The ChaatanqaaCircle visits the Standard Roller Mills
The
entertainment
given
by
the
“J.
E.
....The Improvement of Seventh Street finished
Mr. Minne Hofman, had been seriously\
A. Vcrplankedied at the age of 74 years. . .Thirty steamer Macatawacommences running on tbe
....Rev. E. BosandMre.J.Mulder are married Specialty Company” at the Opera House injnred by a train of can. Mr. and
I
feat of Ice piled np in harbor. . .“That Injunction
Bay.
....The schooner D. A.- Wells meets with an acci last Monday evening, was well patronized
Case’' occupies considerableattentionin this
Williams left on the early Friday morn9th inst.— Mrs. Conraad Hofman, one of the
dent coming into this port. ...Tho DistrictConissne. . .Freight basinets on railroad“booming.” earliest residentsof Ibis place, dies on the evenand the “boys” cleared a goodly amount ing train for that place where they veriferesceof the Y. M. C. A. for the third district
26th Inst. >-Woman in West Olive mliaing; much ing of the Fonrth.... Resort filling up with
of dollars.
fied the statement contained in the mesof Michigan Is bel^iu this city.
in foil bloom on tho
excitementexisting among neighbors who sup- •acampera”....“Bum-boats”
sage. It seems that Mr. Hofman had
19th inst.— B. L. Scott arrives in this place and
pose It a mnrder....L. DeWlt resigns as janitor Bay. . .CommissionerVisschor busy taking teatiThe members of the masonic fraternity
takes charge of the Phoenix Planing Mill... .Burgbeen driving with a team of horses along
In bridge case....LltUe Johnny Rooet fell into
of Hope College.... Hon. Peter Fagg lectures in
will give a dance at the Opera House on
a country road and was struck in attemptOpera Honse on “The Amendment.”...Annnal water from Fixter’sdock and was nearly drowned. lars attempt to gain an entrance to express bonding at depot. .. A camp of Sons of Veterans organ Friday evening, February 10. Goodrich’s
Settlement of City appears as a supplement to ....Account of celebration of Fonrth,— ten thonsing to cross the track. Both horses were
ixed... .Frank Van Ry appointedas night-watch- orchestra will furnish the music. Tbe
this issue.
.The Waverly Stone Quarry Company and people in atteddance,— big success. ..First
instantlykilled and hi* skull was badly
man.
organized and anarry bought.... Rales and regu- stepa toward improvingSouth Cedar Street. bill, including supper, will be $1.50.
fractured.He lived until Sunday after26th inst.— A propositionis made Common
lations for the new postmaster appear in this
16th inst.— “Bum boats” commence to develop.
Council
for
lighting
city
with
electricity^.
'That
Disrlb & Lozier assumed charge of noon in a comatose condition when he
issne ...John Htnnmel and J. G. Laepple go to
. .House next to First Reformed Chnrch on fire.
Kalamazoo to start a tannery....The Highway No damage done.... Sunday School of M. E. Injnnction Cue” is opened np again before Com- the meat market on River street, which died. Tbe remains were brought to Zee.

.

Mn.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Commissionero( the Township submits a propo- Chnrch picnics at Resorts....One hundred and missioner Visscher.
sition to the City for the building of a new bridge. two degrees in the shade....W. H. Finch injured
DXCEMBXR.
while moving billiardhall at Ottawa Beach ... .The
3rd inst.— MacatawaBay covered by a tbin
APRIL.
Ind lust. -Excavation commenced for Wcrk- Deming foundry destroyed by fire....Six hundred sheet ofice. . .Two hundred and seventeen dollars
and two cents fonnd in “offering chests" of the
man’s New Fanning Mill Factory...;Joseph II. campers at Macatawa

,

they leased from C.

Dok &

Monday and

interred in tho ceme-

/

Wednesday, and hereafter will serve cos- tery there. He waa also a brother of Mrs. /
tomers with choice and tender steaks and I A. Van Raalte and Mrs, A. Moes of this /

.

_

Sop, on last land on

roasts, as well as poultry

and

fish.

place.

%

u}k

7

.

v-SF.

EAST.

_

NEWS BUDGET.

cisco Bridge Company, which assigned a
fortnightago with liabilities of $400,000,
has resumed business, an extension of
time being granted by the creditors. The
! property of the Boden Natural-gasCom! pany of Pittsburg, which failed recently,
| has been sold for $10,000, subject to a
mortgage of $402,000.

_

lives of all the crew were saved by the use
of

oil."'

NATIONAL LAW-MAKERS.

an army officer who

The assets of the Cosihimiachio Mining
Company were sold at public auction in
New York for $180,000. The San Fran- used. The Captain says the vessel and

HOLLAND CITY. MIOHIOAN.

_

A St. Petersburg dispatch says that
had been shot in the
region of the heart was taken to the hospital where the doctors declared that his
wound was mortaL The officer theroapon
admitted that he had shot himself in
order to avoid the necessity of shooting
the Czar. He said he was a member of a
secret society which bad balloted to decide
who should undertake to assassinatethe
Czar, and the choice had fallen upon him.
Several persons in the hospital who overheard part of the confession were immediately arrested. Two physicians who
were present on duty were liberated. The
full confession of the officerwas taken in

meal-bags and,
filling them with oakum soaked in oil,
fastened them over the stern and sides of
the schooner. The effect was instantaneous. The waves would roll up against the
vessel's side, bat the oil prevented them
from breaking, and the storm was ridden
out in safety. Only four gallons were

last resort, took four large

CURRENT EVENTS.

WASHINGTON.
An

What Is Being Done by the Na»

'

tftonal

Legislature.

The Committee on Manufacture! reported to
and that body Immedi-

the House on Jan. 25,

ately passed, the resolution Introducedby Mr.

Mason, of Illinois, directingthat committee to
imjuire into tbe names, number, and extent
of the corporationsengaged in manufacturing or mining or dealing in any of
the necessities of life, and known as
-trusts' and “pools," their methods of doing
business, and the effeot of their combination
upon the prices 0! necessaries.Mr. Springer
presenteda memorial of settlerson tho publiclands strip, praying for the organization of the
Territoryof Cimarron. The Senate bill antboriziugtho constructionof a bridge across
the Mississippi River at Burlingtonwas passed
by the House. The Huuato Peusions Committee made a favorablereport on tho bill introduced by Keuator Mandersou (known as
tho Grand Army bill) to pension ex-soldiers ami sailors who aro incapacitated
for manual labor and provide pensions for dependent relatives of deceased soldiers.Mr.
Chandler'sresolutions calling for information
from tbe Navy Department were taken upoy
the Henate and passed. Mr. Butler, iu behalf
of tho minority of the Committeeon Territories. reported a substitutefor tho bill reported
by SenatorPlatt for tho division of Dakota and
tho admissionof tho northernhalf as a State.
The substitute is in the nature of an enabling
act to allow tho people of tho whole Torritory
to form a State Government The Henate
amended and passed tho deficiency appropria-

appendix to the report of the InterCommerce Commission says that 278
carriers or lines, in answer to a circular
writing by the authorities.
A spkinteb at New Bedford, Mass., ran issued by the Commission,distinctlyassert
World.
one hundred yards in a nude condition that they do not make Interstate rates
GENERAL.
with the thermometer at six below zero, where a* greater sum is charged for a
shorter than for a longer distance in the
A Victoria (B. C.) special says: “An
Foreign and Domestic News, Political and all he got for it was a wager of $10.
same direction, over the same line, to or
explosion occurred in No. 5 pit of the WelProf.
Asa
P
Gray,
the
eminent
botanEvents, Personal Points, Labor
from any point on their respective roads,
lington Collieries by which upward of fifty
ist, died at his residence in Cambridge, while seventy-seven carriers admit making
Notes, Etc,
Mass., after an illnessof several weeks. lower rates for long distances,naming the lives were lost. A temporary cage was made
points, and giving a statement of the cir- and lowered, the miners climbing to it by
Prof. Gray was the author of the text- cumstances claimed to justify them in do- means of ladders, so that at 1 o’clock 103 of
LATEST DISPATCHES.
books on botany so widely used in Canad- ing so. The existence of water competi- the 160 men in tbe mine had been rescued.
ian and American schools, whence his tion is the most frequent exceptional cir- One white, Bobert Williams, was taken
name is familiar in every household.
oat dead. The explosion took place in the
cumstancenamed.
TARIFF-REVISION BILL.
A fire in the heavy wholesale dry-goods
The
Secretary of State has received an last level, and in this twenty-fivewhite
The House Committee Expects to Have the
district of New York in the vicinity of application from the Mexican Govern- miners and a number of Chinese were emMeasure In Shape by Feb. 16.
ployed. Fears that they were all killed
The Washington correspondentof the Broadway and Prince street destroyed ment for the extradition of Mayer, alias were verified later, for at 5 o’clock all the
Chicago Morning Xeics telegraphs that property amounting to $1,400,000.The Bourton, the Patti ticket swindler now un- white men were carried to the surfacedead, tion bill.
loss was amply covered by insurance.
der arrest in New York.
and the work of taking out the Chinese
A hill granting a pensionof f2,0C0 a year to
journal as follows:
Fifteen
car-loads of cattle and hogs
The
House Public Lands Committee is was begun.
Mrs. John A. Logan passed tho Sonata on tho
From a Democratic member of the Ways and
The President has appointed A. H. 2Gth nit. by a voto of 5*».to7. A bill increasing
Means Committee1 have learned that the ma- were frozen to death near Palmyra, N. Y., preparing a bill codifying the public land
jority expect to have the tarift bill ready for
and
several
car-loads
of
slock
perished
at law, which will repeal tho timber cnlture Longinio to be Attorney of the United to S-\OU0a year tho pension of the widow of
presentation to the full committee on Feb. Hi.
Frank 1*. Blair was passed by a vote of
and pre-emption laws, and make new States for the Southern District ef Mis- 54Goa.ft.
It is not the present purpose of Mr. Mills and
other points.
On mot. on of Mr. yuay the Heuute
bis associates to introduce tueir measure in the
methods for the disposal of timber souri, and James B. Booseveltof New took from the calendar and passed the bill inHouse, but as soon as completed to lay it
tbe pen. item lor total iloulucBs to :;iu u
lands.
WEST.
York to be Secretary of Legation at Vi- creauiuu
before the full committeemin at once promonth Irani and allowing a proportionate
The improvement in Speaker Carlisle’s enna.
ceed with its formal cousideration. The
raising for partial dtainebs.Mr. bluir
majority have gone over their work sevGov. Morehouse, of Missouri, is re- health still continues. On Saturday ho
The Britiah Columbia mining disaster addressed tho Sonata iu support of his educaeral
____ times, but there still remain a number
tional bill. Mr Spooner introduceda bid to
of questions that have not been fully de- ceiving a number of letters from promi- and Mrs. Carlisle and the Speaker’s niece, proves to have been of greater magnitude regulate commerce curried on by telegraph.
termined upon. The greatest cliillculties are nent citizens thronghout the State re- Miss Queen, left the city for Fortress MonAmong the petitions presented iu the scnaie
than the first reports indicated. A tele- was one from the Chicago Board ol Truue,
presented by the wool and iron schedules.
- adjustment of the wool sched- monstratingagainst Executive clemency roe, expecting to be absent ten days or two gram from Victoriasays:
/bile no iiual
asking for retaliatory legislut.onagainst
ule has been made, it Is understoodthat all in behalf of Maxwell, and urging tho Gov- weeks.
Franco and Germany for excluding AmerTho
total loss by tho colliery explosionwas
raw wool is to bo transferred to the free list and ernor not to disturb the decision of the
The Presidenthas made the following thirty-one white men and forty-one Chinamen, ican meat. Other petitionswore presenta correspondingreductionmade in the rates on
ed from Pennsylvania against tho admismanufactures of' wool. Manufacturea of court. A Jefferson City special says tho new oppointmento: Knuto O. Harris, of being all tho miners who wore in tho sion of Utan us a State with polygamy;
east slope when tho accident occurred. irom various States in favor of prohibition in
worsted are to be advanced to meet the de- general feeling there is that the Governor
mands of the manufacturers of that class of will not interfere with the process of law. Minnesota, to be Eeceiver of Public Moneys The work of bringing tho bodies to the tho District of Columbia, and ono from .sew
surface was begun yesterday afternoon.
goods. So changes whatever have thus far
in favor ol licensing ra Iroad conducThe Central and South American Immi- at Fergus Falls, Minn.; Myron H. Bowloy, All of them were blackenedbeyond rec- Jersey
boon made on the existing rates on liquors, totors. The Appropriations
Comnutteoreported
of
Dakota,
to be Begister of the Land Of- ognition and the only means of identifying
bacco, books, silk goods, and manufactures of gration Association and Equal Bights
the House bill to carry into ofiect the agriculthem
is by the location of tho bodies when
fice
at
tyitchell,
1).
T.;
Commodore
Bancotton, nor has anything definite been decided
tural experimentact Tho House of Represenupon in relationto sugar or internal-revenue League of tho United States of America, croft Gherardi to be a Bear Admiral. Cap- found. The resistlessforce of tho explosionis tatives passed the followingbills: Amending
taxes. In going over the bill the majorityhave has been incorporated at Topeka, Kan. tain William E. Fitzhngh to be a Commo- proved by the manner in which eight-inch the navigation laws ; providingfor tbe sale of
pipes were snapped in two and heavy timbers
passed over those schedulesand individual arNow York Indian lauds iu Kansas; to subTho capital is given at $2,006,000.Tho dore, Commander Henry B. Bobeson to be reduced to splinters, while one iron cage was the
ticles that involve the greatest amount of condivide tbe western judicialdistrict of Louisiana
blown
completely
out
of the shaft, OnoRelcian
directors
are
all
men
of
capital
and
leading
a Captain. __________
appropriatingslVo.OJO for tho repair of the
troversy.
miner was completelystrippedof his clothes,
citizens, headed by John M. Brown, who
United States war steamship Hartford ; proand tho bodies of the others were terribly mu- viding for holding terms of court at Quincy,
LAST OF A FAMOUS CASE.
was one of the leaders in the exodus of
POLITICS.
tilated.
111.; regulatingpruticu in cases removed from
Sarah Althea Sharon’s Divorce Declared to 1879 and 1880. Ho is in Mississippi,and
Advices from the Mexican frontiersay Ktato to Federal courts. It provides that
Of
the
delegates
selected
by
the
Louisipossesses great influence. The charter
tho plaintiff shall not be requiredto give
Be Valid.
a very unusual leniency is exhibited by the
security for costs of the suit if ho be a citizen
states that its object is to “encourage immi- ana Bepublicans to represent the State in
The Supreme Court of California has
Mexican authoritiesin regard to the fate of of tho htate iu which tho suit was brought. Mr.
gration to the Central and South American
tho National Convention, six are for Blaine,
Belmont, from tho Committeeon Foreign Affiled a decision in the celebrated Sharon
States, where free homes and guaranteed
the Mapula train robbers, three of whom— fairs, reported the joint resolutionaccepting
divorce case in which tho lower court grant- rights can be secured." The principalob- four for Sherman, and one for Levi P. Charles Small, Hutchinson, and Doc Hines the invitation of the French Republic to take
Morton. All the others aver that they are —were caught and are now in jail at Chihua- part in tho international exhibition to bo held
ed to Sarah Althea Sharon a divorce from jective point seems to be the Argentine
Paris iu IK.'U,and appropriatingt'JOJ.OO'J to
epnblic,although colonization stations wedded to no choice.
hua. They have all confessed, and their in
the late United States Senator William
enable tho United htates to participate.Mr.
The
New
York
Democratic
State Com- share of tbe plunder has been recovered.
ill
be
established
in
Brazil,
the
Guineas,
Sharon, and allowed alimony and a large
Rian.'* from tho 1 emmittoo on Coinage. Weights
mittee assembledat Albany for the purpose It was considered a foregone conclusion and Measures,reported a bill to discontinue
amount of money as counsel fees. The Su- Costa Bico, and Guatemala.
Three waterworks trusteesat Fort of choosing a national committeeman to after their arrest that they would tho ooiuage of tho 3-cent piece.
preme Court affirms the decision of the
lower court, Out reverses tho order "Wayne, Ind., all prominent citizens, have succeed Hubert O. Thompson. It appears at once be shot, as a recently passed FedThe delayed deficiency bill of last year, with
eral law requires,but for some reason or
relatiug to counsel fees. The amount of
been impeached by the Council for buying that President Cleveland and Gov. Hill had other the death penalty will not bo in- Senate amendments, was favorably reported
counsel fees allowed was $55,000. and tho
on tho 27th ult. In tho House and passed. Mr.
an equal number of adherents on the State
amount of alimony was $7,500, and an material withont submittingcontracts to committee, which, after ballotinga number hicted, but they will all be sentencedto
them,
and
without
inviting
competitive
hard labor forhfe. Such a. sentence ie
additional annual allowance of $2,500.
of times, adjourned without etlectinga
Tho Supreme Court fixes tho alimony at bids, and with raising salaries in their de- choice. Thus New York will have no rep- usually served out in some mines belong- lauds embracingnatural forests and all pubing to the Government, and the punish- lic lands returned by the public surveys aB tim$1,500 and the annual allowance at $500. partmentwithout the Council's consent.
resentation this year in the National Demlands. It provides
ide for tbe appointmentof*
ment is considered equal in severityto that her
The Indiana Soldiers’Monument Com- ocratic Committee.
Three of the seven Supreme Judges tiled
commissionerof forestsand four assistant comof tho Russian mines of Siberia.Tho missioners, whoso duty it shall bo to classify
disseuting opinions,finding that Sharon mission has accepted the design of Bruno
Prohibition promises to be a trouble- reason for the leniency shown iu mitigating tho forests aud timber binds and to determine
and Sarah Althea Hill were never legally Schmitz, of Berlin,who designed the Italwhat portion of those lands shall bo permasome question for Massachusetts legis- tho death penalty to imprisonmentfor life nently
married.
retained in reservationfor climatic and
ian nationalmonument at Bome. The j
j lias Qiready opened the gate for is beeauso the culprits are all Americans, other economic or public reasons, and what porA Loosely-Drafted Law.
monument will cost over $250,000. Tho a great deal of buncombe. Th«
with
whom
the
Government
did
not
wish
to
tion may be disposed of. Lands which aro more
The Senate
The Supreme Court of Minnesota, in design is for a lofty four- Bided shaft, with
valuable for agricultural than timber purpose*
and House have voted to submit the ques- b2 too severe.
shall bo restored to homesteadentry and solo.
rendering a decision sustaining the validity ornamentalcapitals, Bupportcd on a pedes- tion of constitutional prohibition to the
Fire destroyed the Peoria Chamber of Tho beuato was not in sossiou.
tal, with steps and terraces,and decorated
of the high-lieense law of that State, sepeople.
Commerce, entailing a loss of $200,000.
Mn. Plcmh ofiered a resolution in tho Senwith sculpture.Upon the top will be a
Mr. W. C. Goudy, a member of the Tbe destruction by fire of a business block ate on tho 30th ult. instructingtho postoflice
verely criticises the partiesresponsible for figure of Liberty. The most famous
the loose drafting of the measure, the sculptors and artists of Europe and Amer- National DemocraticCommittee, who has in Pittsburg caused a loss of $300,000, and committee to inquire into tho causes of tho iueffect of their clumsy work being to make
ica competed.
just returned to his homo in Chicago after Malone, N . Y., suffered a loss of $200,000
ellicioutmail service, especiallyin tho West
it appear that some of its provisions are
South, and presented newspaper extracts
FRIGHTFUL accident occurred Ton a week’s sojourn in Washington, reports by a similar disaster. The printing es- j ami
letters to show tlio "Democratized" touiiinconsistent. The law will not apply to
tablishmeut of 11. . Bokker, State and
that the National Democratic Convention
tion
of tho service iu Kaitbae, tlio result of a
the
new
cable
line.
A
grip
car,
with
one
dealers who sell liquor in quantitiesof five
printer at Springfield.111., was burned,
stupid attempt to make a record of economy.
will in all probability be held at Chicago
gallons or upwards to bo used off the 1 passenger car attached, was thrown from
nnd valuable documents and manuscripts Tho Senate poatollico committee roper. od adearly in June, or about two weeks ahead
premises where it is
lhe track nt the foot of n veiy steep hill,
destroyed. Tbe loss is estimated at $100,- Aorsely on a propositionto reduce lettei-posof the Republican convention. In an in000. The Chappellblock at Ean Claire, tage to one cent Mr. Morgan mado Ins third
Two Cowboy Who Tried to Ban n Dakota | ““if
re! terview with a Tribune representativehe Wis., was destroyed;loss, $60,000. Tbo speech in the Senate in opposition to the Blair
educationbill. The Senate passed tlio House
1 ported, but two others ore so badly hurt
JKrapaipi'on theT^™! Chemical Paper Comnnny’s mill at South hill making an appropriationto carry into
Two cowDOYfl named Arthur and Potts
are ool t51,ccledl0
lho |clu]er9 renjize lhflt it Vonld Holyoke. Mass.; lose, $75,000. And tbo effectthe law establishing experiment stations
at agricultural colleges. Mr. Cullom introduced
attempted to run the town of Buffalo Gap, | ^ St. Louis Mo.) dispatch says: George be an evidence of weakness to play a Western Theological Seminary,Ridge av- tlio hill introduced in tho House by Mr. Henderenue,
Allegheny
City, was damaged to son for tho construction ol tho Hennepin Canal,
a stationoa the Elkborn Road forty miles Clark, President of the St. Louis Typo- waiting game until the Bepublicans have
tho extent of $15,00
while many stu- and appropriating &jW),uo0. In the House of Repsouth of Rapid City, Dak. , when the citi, TT
lip i 1 pr0 on Friday of made their nominations,and they have
resentatives.Mr. Cutcheon of Michigan introzens turned out in full force aud killed graphical^ mon, died fiero on inuaj 01 | mado their miu(lH to ])at their ticket dents h.sa their books and clothing.
duced a resolution declaring it to oe tho sense
both of them. Who fired the fatal shots pneumonia aud brain fever. Ho was born j j-irat jjeid with Cleveland aud, in all
A national trades council of coke work- of the House that in any j.roposod revision of
tho tariff the principle of protection to Amerino one knows, nor wants to
in Scotland, March 12, 1h3i. He served i^pFood. Gov. Grav of Indiana, upon it.
ers has been organized.
can industry and tho maintenanceof tho
— ST;
his apprenticeship m this country and hn- : 1{ei (ho t ju jwer> thev havo ^t to
It is said ibat Josef Hofmann, the boy wages of American workmen at tho American
Minor
iahed his trade in Chicago.He was always ! take tbo initiutive/ Mr. Goudy. who is on
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Telegrams.

™

Otsego Counties, Michigan, a lender in organizing printers unions, 1 jnt.mftte termB with the President,says p anist, is showing symptoms of facial
voted for prohibition,making sixteen“dry” wa8 thre0 times Presidento* the r.teniaCleveland has indicated no preference paValysis,brought on by overworkimpair-

Ingham and

00

on ties in

tho

State.

I

John Hoescii, aged 28, was declared t«
te a lunatic in court at Louisville,Ky.,
caused by excessive smoking of cigarettes.
Since the beginning of tbe Beading strike

U“““I

^

«U?, »»dmcetSp
i« ™'i,Verent » *0 «!>«•
ably the moat ivulely know,, workinR (he fln3'
(,oilvcnt'i(m
printerin tbo country. The Missouri deleEx-Land Commihbionf.rSparks will
gation in Congress supported him for Pubbo
a candidate for Congressfrom the Ninelic I'rinter to succeed the late Mr. Bounds.
teenth
Illinois Distiictagainst Mr. TownIn the tally-sheet forgery cases, tried

1

StateB

nineteen of the forty-three furnaces in tho before lTnited
Wood8 at Iu;
district have gone out of blast, and others dianapolis,the jury re urue a ver ic o
guilty as to Coy and Bernhamer, while
will close down this week.
Mattler
acquitted. During his argu-,
» xr—
.......was
— — —
FbED ERICK B. Dodge of Michigan has meut ^ the case, Judge Claypool
been appointed Division Superintendent of County Clerk Sullivanas a villaim After the
the Railway Mail Service, with headquar-adjournment of court Sullivan spat in the
tern at Cleveland, vice John M. Baker, re- ^Re a facf. and struck him. ClajjMJol
made an attempt to attack Sullivan, when
*1,
*
i ul thev were separated and held by friends.
The great ice gorge broke loose at St. claypool afterward remarked: “I would
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Senator Allison, of
dicted, will in a few

.

Iowa, it is pre-

weeks bo out for tbe

Presidem-v on n peaco-nnd-good-will plat-

denounced
j

L i

shend, the present incumbent.

The

vorth nnd Sonth

Police Commissioners of Evans-

ville, Ind., having appointed Frederick
Douglass Morton, a negro, Secretary of the
board, the police threaten to resign.

Tun executive committeeof tho MassaLouis on Tuesday, and smashed things have killed the dirty dog if let alone, and
dreadfully.Damage to the amount of now I will send him to tbe penitentiary if chuselts DemocraticCommittee adopted a
i...*
» The affair regoiutiou Saturday indorsing President

r™

jaredt

j One

of the largest chicken mains ever

held occurred near Milwaukee. Tho ChiJto. I'LCMB’. re.olutiondtrecttuB tlio
wete ,arReiyth6 wmnora, and
office Committee to Inquire into the cause
.n
inefficientmail servico, especially in tho South the sports backing them go

Portof

and West, was discussed in the Senate on
31st ult. Messrs. Mauderson, Morgan

the

Cleveland’s recent message to Congress
and callingupon Democrats to support it.

^

LABOR.
The

ug

has abundant raw material and labor
to produce ought to bo protected

nnd nervous system.

his health

MARKET REPORTS.

to

NEW YORK

Cattle ..........................
81.00 5.75
H' 01 .......................
5.25 @ G.00
Sheep ............................
5.0) 4 0,50
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ............. 00 $ .90^
No. 2 Rod ...............
.90)4
Cohn— No. 2 .......................01 C' .02
Oath— While ......................40 A .40
PoitK— New Mess ................H.75 (S 15.25
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90
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Fortune Made.

2

2

.
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.35
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troublewith tho

.

otto Sioux City. A liquor .uau atauda no
show in Sioux City, says Loader It may
Kayner be explained that he was fined last week
(Mich.), gqQO for violating the law.

report, signed by Messrs.
______ Anderson (Kan.), Tarsney
Anderson (Iowa), and Logan (La.j, recommend- ,
ed the appointn«out of a special commissioner.
Tbe Home Committeeon Banking and Cor-

I’ublia

83

,

.

47

Oats— Cash ....................... 30)£ ft .31)4

Amalgamated Association

,
. It
...............................64 & .66
regard to the two-job system, a com- I uAKIjEY .......................... .mj t* .95
14.50 <515.00
Beoding Railroadtroubles. 'Tbe majority re- ness of bottling beer in houth .Sioux City, promise was effectedwith tho 860 spiking Pohk— Mess .....................
BUi-FALO. ^ ^ ^
port, which was adopted by the committee by a mjj0 towa 0n tho Nebraska shore oppo- workmen, and work has been resumed. ! (.atti

th.e

from tbe

.....

a

dence. The House Commerce Committee
j Leftdor another of tho defendants in
mado two reports on the resolutionprovidingJ am Xionum,
... __ __
for a Congressional investigationinto the the murder case, will engage in the busiJ.0t’ot0ltL“wtaUKS,'dS‘

letter

I’rinter,justifying ditebargesmade by
him, ami denying tho charge that the
Congressional work of tho oilico is largely
in arrears. After considerabledebate tbe
House adopted a resolution ordering an
CHICAGO.
investigationof tlio administrationof tbe
Cattle— Choice to Prime Stoora 5.00 5.75
printingoffice during tbo incumbency of the'
Good .. ............... 4.23 pi 5.00
present I’ublic I’rinter and that of his predeCommon to Fair ....... 3.5'J 4.25
cessor. Tho followingbills and resolutions
Hons— Shipping Grades ........ 5.25 «? 6.00
were introduced in the House and referred: By
Sheep.... ....................... 5.00 <& 0.00
Mr. Townsheud, to place salt on the free listp
Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ....... HO ec .81
by Mr. Lawler, abolishingthe tax on oleoCohn— No. 2. ...................... 46 (if .43
margarine ; by Mr. Tarsney. for the erection in
Oath-No. 2 ...................... 33 va .34
Washington
of a statue to Gen. Custer;by
in
Bablkx— No. 2 ....................
.83
Mr. Bland, for tho farther coinageof silBl'tteh— Choice Creamery ....... 30 (3 .32
ver and for tho redemption of nationalFine Dairy ............. 23 M .24
bank notes ; by Mr. Cbipwon, prohibiting alien*
Chei BV— Full Cream, new ....... 12
.12)4 from becoming officers ol corporations or acEogb -Fresh .................... 2) «« .21
cepting employment on steam or street railPotatoes— Choice, par bu .......
.95
roads, on any Governmentor State contract
Pohk— Mesa ........ .............14.30 e* 15.00
work, or on any vessel wholly engaged in naviTOLEDO.
gating United States waters ; by Mr. Owen, auWheat— Cash .................... 85
.85^ jhorizinga survey for tho purposeof making.' “ .......
Cohn— Cash ....................... 51 t<5 .52
and maintaining a continuouswaterway from
Oats— No. 2 White .....
....... 33 & .34
Lake Michigan to tbe Mississippi.
CLOVER
................... 3.90 Cl. 3.95
KANSAS CITY.

W. Va., have signed last year’s scale.
The employes of the Continental Tube Wheat— No. .....................80 (ft .80)$
welt yielding '2,(100,001) feet daily ol high Works at Pittsbnrg have notified the man- Cohn— No. .......................42)40 .43)5
Oats— No. ...................... 30 O .30)1,
Evans addressed the Senate In supi>ort of tho nreKcliro.
MILWAUKEE.
ager that they will not accept a reduction
Blair bill. The Senate passed Mr. Hoar’s joint
. ,
Wheat— Cash ....................73^ ^ .76)4
resolutionfor a constitutionalamendment DENNIS CLIFFORD and his wife were in wages; aud tho employesof tho Pitts
Cohn-No. ....................
48 .<a .48 Wj
to death in their akauly at East bnrg Tube Works have also annouueed (iat'h-No.’ 2 White'
.36
that tley will resist a proposed cut of 16 RVK-No. ........................06 rtj .07
Benate passed the bill for a public buildingat Tavvas, Mich.
Baulky— No. .................... 78,^0 .79
i A Siorx City (Iowa) apodal aays .Iota percent.
Pohk— Moss .....................
14.01) m 14.2a
ST. LOUIS.
After two weeks’ shut-down of the Soafter ninety days from its passage, Chinese Arensdorf, the alleged murderer of HadWin
AT—
No.
2
Red
...............
81 & .814
l&borers shall not have the right to enter the
orwi lar Iron Works at Pittsburg, on account of
Cohn— Mixed .....................
.43
United States on the ground of previous rosl- dock, will not go to Milwaukee.He and

FkancesVILLE,Ind., rejoicesin

«

fore tho House a

9)

....

°f tbo HtaaeB-

and

to enable American producers
maintain free competitionin tbo American
market, and that articleson the free list should
be selectedfrom among such necessariesof
life as are not produced in adequate quantities
in this country. The Speaker jtro tem. laid besufficiently

&

Riverside Steel Works at Benwood,

standard ought to be distinctly recognizedand
firmly adhered to; that duties ought not to bo
imposed for revenue only, but the production
of those articles which the United States

°

in

= foreign,

Numerous now

..

~ .

ejectment decrees have

p

1

3
.

hoo,..::;::::::::-:::::::.::
Sheep ............................
5.00 (ft 5.75
White ............92 to .93
Cohn-No.
.50j$® .57)4

WHEAT-No.1

been issued at Gweedore, County Donegal, cIttle— Prime

BOUTH.
from Jacksonville, Fla.,

»nYB a Dublin dispatch, and another

^

cam-

.

................

*

5.00

paign between tenants and bailiff* is im............................5.50
pending. Mr. Kennetly and Mr. Fitzgib- Sheep ...........................4.50
....

5.25

g

£8

(ft

c.25
5.25

‘ft

«»y«: “The schooner J. O. Pillsbnry ol bon of Tarbert, County Kerry, have been j Lambs .............OMAHA ..... 5,"° ^ 0,00
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“That land I bought of you the other
day,” said an Easternerto a Missouri
man, “disappointsme.”
“How so?”
“Why you misrepresented it. You
said that it was valuable, but, instead
of that, it is unsightlyand covered with
stumps. ”
“With stumps, eh?”
“Yes, and most of them are hollow
and are full of water, showing that the
land is damp.”
“Stumps full of water?”
“Yes.”
“Then your fortune is made.”
“How so?”
“Why, bottle the water, and sell it
for bitters. Let’s see, your name is

Johnson?”
“Yes.”
“Carpenter by trade?”
“Yes.”
“My dear Dr. Johnson, I congratulate you. "—Arkanwv/ Traveler.
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“Excuse me Miss Newton— Judge,
“Certainly we are poor, my child.
This is the first time, however, I have but I must leave now,” replied Lester,
“So Mr. Fieldwood has proposed to
Advertisewell l Yon will never repent
; noth*
heard you complain. Now, my dear, lilting his hat and bidding them good you, Pauline? I’m so glad to hear of
log more wise can a business-man do.
Stick to this motto, and never forget : Adver- there is a reason for those tears, ami I night.
it,” said May Winters, meeting her
tiso well— it will carry you safe through.
Hattie was now more determined friend the next day.
wish you would confide in me. You
Advertise we 1 Do not tbiuk what ’twill cost
you; publishers’bills are but friends have ho one else, now, Pauline, since than ever to win, feeling that perhaps
“How did you find that out, May?”
in disguise.
papa left us. What is it troubles you she had a dangerous rival in that ‘Moll- asked Pauline,surprised.
How do you know what your caution has lost
faced sewing girl," as she mentally
you? Would you bo wealthy, you must ad- so?”
“George told me this morning. Mt
vertise.
Pauline did not reply. She dreaded called poor Pauline.
George and Mr. Fieldwood are great
Tho followingday she met May, and, fronds, Pauline.”
Advertise well though business be waning. to mention Mr. Fieldwood,yet longed
Those who spend freest must win in the to toll her mother all
taking that young lady’s arm, she said:
"Your George! Did yon use your
end.
"May, I hope you’ll forgive mo for leap-year privilege, May? I hope you
“Tell me, Pauline,” repeated tho
Up and bo doing ! No need for complaining;act
the harsh language I used yesterday." did not.
for yourself,and bo your own friend.
anxious mother.
•
Advertise well 1 All lanes have a turning ; noth“Hattie," replied her companion, "i’ll
“There is not much to tell, mother.
“No, indeed, Pauline, simply bocaust
ing pays better than paper and ink.
•Thousands who daily this motto are spurning Hattie Newton, May, and 1 were com- forgive you when you ask Pauline's I h.ul no opportunity to uss it. George
finds that it brings them to bankruptcy’s ing home from the postollieo,and tho pardon— not until then.”
met me the oilier evening an 1 escorted
brink.
"Ask her pardon’'' no indeed! She mo to the paternal roof. On tin way
con versa* iou was about— about— Mr.
— Tanker's Gazette.
Fieldwood. Hattie said ho would uot is poor and cannot denv it.”
he remarked that ho thought it about
“She does not wish to deny it You time to come to some definite underlook below his level when ho wished to
marry. This she meant for me, and as wont too far, Hattie, and you know it,” standing in regard to our courtship,
we are poor, it 'hurt my feelings — said May with emphasis.
and before I could gather my wits, lie
“Well, she has no right to assume the asked me to he his ownest own, and
that’s all, mother.”
A. Leap-Year Story.
should that effect you, airs of her betters— so let her bo hurt,” spoiled my little leap-year speech,”
Pauline?”
asked
Mrs. Milton, noting I said Hattie, spitefully.
said May, laughing so heartily that
BY M. J. ADAMS.
"She is hurt, Hattie, and until you Paulino was obliged to chide her friend,
her daughter’s flushed face. “Mr.
Fieldwood is very wealthy, and if ho make it right with her we cannot bo as tho merriment was attracting tho
seeks
any one suitable to his station it friends as of old. I mean every word I attention of passers-by.
“Yes, girls,”said Hattie Newton, “I,

ADVERTISE WELL.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

It

—Lake Linden offers $10,000 of 6 per*
cent bonds'foi sale.

it

—Menominee young men are going

1

-Addison Carmichael,

—The
—A

will surely bo Judge Newton’s

say,”

daughter. ”

“So

Pauline’s eyes dropped under the
questioninggaze of her mother.
“Wealthy men seldom marry poor
girls for love, now-a-davs— outside tho
pages of romance, my dear, and young
girls should know their place in society.
Js it possible you care lor Mr. Field-

I.

Griffin, of

Na-

poleon, as President.

—There is a movement on

foot looking

to the establishment of n lodge

of the Be-

nevoleht Order of Elks iu Jackson.

—Jackson has raised $500 toward a fund
next encampment of the G.
A. It. Association of Southeastern Michi-

to secure the

gan-

—The

Smith PurifierCompany,

son, have received an order

by

of

Jack-

cable for a

carload of machines to be shipped to Mel-

"1 am glad *o hear of your good fortune, May. But you really must quit

retorted Hattie, leaving
May to continue her walk alone.
George Werly met May on the corner and accompanied her to her homo.
Something of interest must ha-.e
transpiredduring their walk as it took
a very long time to go a short distance.
lie it,"

7.

Farmers’ Institute has been organ-

ized at Brooklyn, with E.

“Why

to use my prerogative
.and propose to Lester Fieldwood. He
is a good catch, and 1 am sure he likes
— more, I believe ho loves me, but is
too timid to ask for my hand.”
“And I,” said May Winters, "shall
boldly confront George Werly with
his two years of courtship and demand

thirteenthannual reception of the

Jackson Guardi occur! February

OWNEST OWN.

tfor one, intend

of Prattville, sui-

cided recently by taking poison.

”

HIS

to

organize a ShakspearennClab.

bourne, Australia.

using such slang expressions, if you
—Jackson’s city lamp-lighterhas rewish to be hapny with George.
ceived notice that bis services will not be
"Time enough for that, Pauline, when needed after January 31. Electric lights
the knot is tied. Oh, I almost forgot!
after that date, you know.
Mr. Fieldwood and Mr. George Werly
—Peter Weaver, of Jonesville, embezboth planned to bn married the same
day. What do you think of that. Miss zled $23 in 1881. In 1888 ho goes to jail
my rights."
Precious?’’ asked May. with ft twinkle for twenty days for tho offense.Jastioo
“Rights!" and Hattie laughed out- wood, 1’aulinq?’’
IV.
“Why need 1 toll you, mother, when
of merriment jn her brown oves.
right. "That’s a new idea, Nlay. Pray
may be slow, but it's terrible!
Promptly at 8 o’clock the same evenyou think so little of a poor girl’s
"That will be delightful.May. Pertell mo what rights a young lady has,
I ing Lester Fieldwood presented him—The annual meeting of tho Michigan
chances?” said Paulino, with quiverhaps, though, Mr. Werly thought Miss
nowadays?"
self at the widow's cottage.
State
Temperance Alliance will bo held at
ing lips.
Newton Mr. Fi >ld wood’s choice."
“One, at least," retorted May, "and
Mrs. Milton politely bade him enter
“Because,
my
dear.
I
feared
you
Jackson
tho first Wednesdayin February,
“My
George?
Never!
Ho
know
all
that is to kuow whether a man really
and be seated. Paulino was embarrassed
along that Lester was completely not Tuesday, as heretofore stated.
•cares for you or not. If George is go- might be led to hoed flattery -- ”
but soon gainod her usual composure.
".Mr. Fieldwood has never flattered
”
ing with me for mere company’s sake,
Mr. Fieldwood postpoued the subject mushed on you
—East Saginaw banks have established
mo, mother,” interrupted Pauline,
“Slang again, May,” reprove! PauI’ll soon know it What do you think,
nearest bis heart for a time, and drew
a
clearing-home. Tho Second National
"and
I <i0 think he - cares for me, poor
lino.
Pauline?"
them into a pleasant conversationupon
Bank will be used, and all local concerns
as ho knows us to be.”
“Effective,
nevertheless,
Pauline.
"I
“My opinion is that a young lady
other affairs. When he thought them
"It does not seem probable that a
wonder what Hattie will say when she will make exchangesthere daily at 12:30.
lowers herself in the estimationof men
more at ease, ho remarked
gentleman
like
Mr.
Fieldwood—
hoars it.”
by begging their love,” replied Pauline.
—Tho State Board of Health recom“Mrs. Milton, I have always felt that
"Don’t speak of it to her, May, will mends radical changes in the sewerage
“'And I’m sure Mr. Fieldwood would wealthy, popular, and handsome, would wealth should not be tho standard by
think it rather bold on your part. Hat- look for a wife among tho sewing girls. which to judge one's merits. Raised you?” pleaded Paulino.
and ventilationat Jackson prison, as a reHowever, I shall say no more. If it be
"Not unless she asks me. Wo aro
tie, were you to do such a thing," she
in luxury, I have often envied the
sult of their investigationwhich was conadded, with a tinge of rod in either your good fortune to marry above your content and homely comfort of those “out” just now, since tho poverty quescluded recently.
station in life, may all happiness bo
•cheek at thought of how many times
in humble circumstances,and wished tion was brought up."
yours.
But
be
careful
my
child; that
With
a
parting
kiss
tho
two
staunch
—Carpenter Brown, of Sanlt Ste. Marie,
Mr. Fieldwood had purposely met her
that I had been born in their sphere
-when she left the dress-makingestab- Mr. Fieldwood loves you, simply from and left to win success and fortune by friends separated.
Las built himself a large sleigh, secured a
A mouth jiassed and a grand double full team of dogs, and will set out in a few
lishment where she was employed, and accompanying you home from parties a my own efforts.That wore better far
•chanced to be going her way. How at few times, cannot bo judged. Did you than wealth inherited—were it not, Miss wedding took place. Tho little cotdays to drive them from the Soo to Grand
tage of tho Miltons found now tenants,
parties ho had paid her marked atten- got any mail?”
Milton?”
Haven, a distance of nearly 300 miles.
"Yes, a letter for you, mother;” and
as
the
former
occupants
wero
transtion in preferenceto the society belles
"I have never given tho subject ferred to a beautiful country place.
Pauline
delivered
the
mission
she
had
—The Governor has pardoned John Riwho dangled about him. She thought
thought, Mr. Fieldwood, as wealth has
entirely forgotten.
George Werly negotiated for the ad- ley and John Forbes. They were sunt to
•of this and the words of Hattie worried
“Who seen it, I wonder,’' mused Mrs. always been beyond our reach,” replied joining property and probably sucher some, although she refused to beJackson in 1884 from Clare County for
Milton, opening the envelope and Pauline, with a smile. “Still, I think ceeded iu finding May a home near to
lieve herself in love with the handsome
burglary. Tho Board of Pardons recomwealth
should
bring
happiness."
Paulino,once tho poor sowing girl.
stranger who had taken up quarters in drawing forth a short and neatly writ"Not
always,
Miss
Milton,”
replied
Judge Newton wont travelingand mends tho pardon. The evidence against
the sleepy little city of A
a short ten note, dated that morning, and which Lester.' “When one is alone in the
read as follows
took his daughter with him. Gossip tho prisoners was circumstantial and of a
•time before.
world tho wealth of a nation would says Hattio Newton’s heart was broken, most flimsy character.
“.Mrs. Milton:— Pardon for addro-tsing you,
Pauline Milton moved in the best
but I am led to believe your daughter cures grow insipid and become a wearisome but no doubt she got over it in time to
circles, having a fair education, which,
—Tho night train on tho South Shore
for mo; aud having a tender regard for hor burden— that is, to a person of my dis- catch a husband ore leap year rau out
in addition to remarkablebeauty, out- above any of my la It acquaintances,1 desire
Railroad between St* Iguace and Houghposition.”
weighed the inconvenience of humble to say that I shall call to-morrow about 8
“You have had trouble, then, Mr.
ton has been disconiinued on account of '
BEN’S BOOM.
<5ircumstauoes and lent her a charm o'clock with a view to obtaining your consent Fieldwood?” said Mra. Milton.
tho difficulty in making the connections
to my paying addressesto Mias Milton, and, if
that made her presence welcome among
“Yes, Mrs. Milton, but the greatest
A Hint to Mother* uh Well n» Sluters.
possible, winning her hand
across the Straits. If tho St. Ignace, the .
All, rich and poor.
“Hoping to win your favor and wishing of all, and the one I feel most, is the
“What a hideous green you are put- new ice- crusher, is completed and reaches
Hattie Newton and May Winters you exceedinghappiness,I beg to subscribe loss of mother, #a year ago. Father
ting in that tidy !” said Bello to her
the Straits before navigationopens, the
were the daughters of wealthy parents. 'myself,
died when I was a boy. Since that I "very best friend,” as they sat tabling
“Very
obediently yours,
Both wore giddy girls, especiallythe
train will be put on again upon her arrival,
“Lester Fieldwood.” have been tra\eling hero and there, over their fancy work.
former, and now that leap year had come,
but the chances are it will not be run again
never content until 1 came hero, where
“I know it,” said Kate, good liumor“Read it, Pauline, and judge for
they saw an opportunity not to be
until the opening of navigation.
I hope to find a new happiness.”
edly.
“You
see
I
bought
it one night,
yourself what is best to do,” said Mrs.
passed bv.
Pauline excused herself to attend and began to work on it by lamplight, —A day or two ago Miss Clara Higby, of
Mr. Fieldwood had met Miss Newton Milton, giving her daughter the note the kitchen fire.
and I thought it looked pretty well. Jackson, was standing by a table playfully
•on various occasions,had been her es- with a trembling hand.
"Now that your daughter is absent, But some colors aro so changeable ; it
With a boating heart Pauline read
cort a number of times, and, perfect
I would say, Mrs. Milton, that the looks frightful by day-light. I only scuffling with her mother. Suddenly she
gentleman that ho was, had always en- tho note over and over again, her happiness I referred to a moment ago
screamed and ieli to tho floor with her
know one thing I can do with it— I’ll
deavored to make himself pleasant aud bright eyes telling their story to the lies in my hopes of winning her hand.
knee out of joint, as Mrs. Higby discovgive it to Ben.”
agreeable.Love for her, however, had fond mother by her side.
I love her truly, and am in a position
ered on examination. The latter told
“Why-will he like it?”
“I don't know what to say, mother,
not touched his heart.
to bring happiness and comfort to all
Clara to get up and she would take her to
“Oh,
I don’t know ; I guess so. It’ll
At the elegant mansion of the New- more than that ho’ll come, I suppose,” of ns.”
help
make
him
out
for
Christinas,
and
a doctor as soon as possible. Clara, in
tons ho was a welcome guest Judge replied the happy girl, with a smile.
“But the differencein station, Mr. do well enough for his room. Wo attempting to obey, rolled over, when her
“Shall
I
say
yes
when
lie
comes,
Newton found in the strangera congeFieldwood? You can see wo are poor.” stuff everything there,” and Kate gave
knee slipped back iti place as suddenlyas
nial companion to while away a pleas- Pauline?"
“So much tho better, Mrs. Milton. a little short laugh, then flushed sud“Please don’t ask mo that, mother,”
ant hour or two at cribbage,a game of
Your daughter is worthy tho richest denly as she saw Bello’s blue eyes it bad become dislocated. She is now
which the Judge was exceedingly fond. replied Paulino,hastening to her room. man in the land. You will give your
nearly as well as ever.
bent wonderingly upon her.
That his daughter had lost her heart
consent, Mrs. Milton?”
“Why,” said the girl, and her fingers
—Reports from the limber woods in
Judge Newton never suspected, al“I cannot do otherwise, Mr. Field- stopped in their busy motion, “I’d just some portions are to the effect that snow is
though ho hoped such an issue might
When Hattie parted with May she re- wood, us I believe you to bo in earnest as soon think of putting anything ugly
abundant; in the vicinityof Otsego Lake
be brought about A good judge of gretted the harsh language she had and I trust the happiness you deserve
into the parlors as into Brother Frank’s
it is said to bo three feet in depth, and in
human nature, he noted the many good used to Pauline, and her conscience will come.”
room; he’s so choice of it.”
qualities of Lester Fieldwood before smote her. But she dismissed the
other places it is sufficiently deep for. ex“Thank you, Mrs. Milton, you shall
“Oh, well, boys aro different," stamthat gentleman had paid a second visit. thought as she lightly ran up the stone not regret— ah, Miss Milton, we were
cellent hanling, and logs have been pourmered Kate in confusion.
The three girls had been to the post- steps of her home.
just speaking of you.”
And Bello, feeling that she was tread- ing into the streams for some time back
office and were on their way homeward
That evening Mr. Fieldwood called
Pauline, returning, blushinglyre- ing on forbidden ground, adroitly with a rush. Tho few cold days enabled
when the conversation recorded above to play a game or so with tho Judge plied
turned tho conversation. Yes, she operators when necessary to sprinkle their
took place.
per previous promise, and his presence
“I hope you have not spoken ill of know that Ben was different from her roods and put them in u solid condition,
“I suppose you are after Mr. Field- acted as a balm on Hattie’s troubled
brother, and oh, how thankful she felt
me. ”
which will not be so easily affected by a
wood, Pauline; but do not worry, he’ll soul.
“Far from it, Miss Milton. By tho for that differonco— thankful that warm spell of weather as snow roads.
marry in his own sphere,” said Hattie,
White the players wore busy with
way, I wonder if Miss Newton intends Frank was strong and manly, kept
with some malice.
tho cards Hattie regaled them with
above temptation— sorry for tho great Lumbermen ore quite hopeful generally
The words hurt the poor sewing girl, fine selections on the piano. Her to make good her word in reference to contrast in her friend
about the crop of logs to be harvested.
her leap-yearplan,” said Lester with a
and with quiveringlips she replied:
brilliantexecutions attracted the favor“You
must
all
do
something
to
try
—Pensions: Eleanor McBride, mother of
“Perhaps he may, Hattie, but I con- able notice of Lester Fieldwood who, smile.
to keep Bon at homo these evenings,” Fayette L. Allen, Bancroft; George BarPauline’s
heart
boat
fast
Did
ho
*ider myself every bit as good as ho, with having beaten the Judge a majority of
said his father one day. "I don’t like
ber, Lapeer; Lewis Coffen, Vassar; Anall his wealth. ’’
games, proposed that Miss Newton fa- overhear tho conversation of tho day the way ho is spending his time.”
before?
she
thought,
then
she
redrew D. McKesson, Petoskey; Albert G.
“And so you are, Pauline,” added vor them with a song.
And Kate, as she heard the words,
May. “Hattie should be ashamed to Hero was an opportunity Hattie had plied
Jewell, Vermontville; Cary J. Mills, Pentwondered what she could do.
“Did you hear the nonsense Miss
talk in that way,” casting a reproving longed for. Without hesitation she
That afternoon there was a great water; Eli Ball^ Ashley; Adam Min&rd,
glance at the Judge’s daughter.
poured forth her whole soul in a love Newton, May and myself indulged in overhaulingof furniture up-stairs, and Clifford; Zadock Gillett,Cadillac; John
“Time will tell,” snapped Hattie, ig- ditty that Lester fully understood as yesterday,Mr. Fieldwood?”
by supper time quite a transformation Watson, Albion; George W. Yreeland,
“I could not escape hearing it, Pau—
noring her friend’s taunt, “whether Mr. directed toward himself; hut the sweet
had taken place in Ben’s room. There
Fieldwoodwill look bolow his level or voice of the singer pleased him— noth- Miss Milton,” said Lester, correcting wore pretty, bright chromos and one or Merrice; John S. Wilcox, Owosso; Douging more. Then followed pleasant himself. “I had just left a store near two choice engravingson tho wall, las D. Cook, Grand Rapids; Alonzo P.
not ”
“You are not going, Pauline," said conversationon various topics and the by wh-n I heard Miss Newton’s plan to hitherto bare; dainty white mats on Farleman,Adrian; Irving W. Pierce, South
catch a husband. ”
May, as the poor girl was about to visitor prepared to depart.
the bureau, fresh muslin curtains Haven; Charles Shoemaker,Banfield; An“Then you heard all?” asked Pauline,
leave. “You promised to come to our
The Judge invited Lester to call
draped hack from tho window, and drew J. Blyler, Buchanan; Ephraim Franagain, to which Hattie, with a winning with a very rosy face.
louse a little while, you known.”
everything as invitingas thoughtful cis, Ironwood; Marc Robinson, Royal Oak;
“Enough to satisfy me that my hands could make it,
“Some other day, May,” replied Pau- smile, added:
Lewis S. Allen, Sonth Lyon.
line, with glistening eyes. T must go
“Yes, you must call again, Mr. Field- choice has been rightly made. Now,
“Now,” she said, “I wonder if lie’ll
Pauline—
allow
mo
to
so
address
you—
.home now,” and she turned into a side wood, and play a game with me. Did
-The Menominee Democrat is not in
notice it?”
street toward her humble cottage.
yon know I could worst papa at crib- Mrs. Milton has given her kind con“Have you a headache,Ben?” she favor of feeding criminals on ike fat of tho
sent and I desire to waive the leap-year
A gentleman leaving a store* near by bage?"
asked, as she passed his door that land, as the following will show: A vag
had overheard the conversation in“Why, no, Miss Newton, I was not prerogativeof the young ladies and ask evening and saw him sitting with his named Casey was arrestedby Officer Seibel
dulged in by the young ladies, and hur- aware that you were so qualified.You you to be mine.
head bo^ed upon his hands.
for making himself generallyobnoxious on
“But— but we are poor, Lost— Mr.
ried away unseen by them.
never mentioned it before.”
“Oh, no," he answered;“only thinkthe street He was brought before a jus”
“If you are not engaged to-morrow Fieldwood
ing of going down town, hut it looks so
“Call me Lester — simply Lester, pleasant and homelike up here I guess tice, who sentenced him to twenty days in
evening, Mr. Fieldwood, I should so
the oalaboose, with the privilegeof exer“What’s the matter, dear?” asked much like to have you call,” urged Pauline,and oblige me. ”
I’ll stay.”
“It is so sadden Mr.— Lester,” said
Pauline’s mother, when the wonnded Hattie, sweetly.
And he did stay; it wasn’t the last cising himself shonling snow off the sidegirl entered the little cottage and sat . “To-morrowevening I have a very im- Pauline, looking at nothing in particu- time either. By and by he began to walks. Accordingly he was rigged ont with
portant engagement Some evening in lar in the fire-place.
in silence by the fire.
invite some of “the fellows" to come a ball-and-chain attachment, and with his
“No, it is not very sudden, Pauline, and see him at the house, and with
"Nothing much, mother, dear,” re- the future, perhaps, I may have the
favorite implement in hand he entered upon
plied Pauline, with swimming eyes, pleasure of meeting yon in a friendly and besides, you know, it will never do great satisfaction would ask them to
his new occupation; but he soon grew tired
to give Miss Newton a chance to make
•arising and hiding her face on her contest.”
“step up” to his room. Was it strange
The doubt implied in Lester’s answer her 'good catch’,as she remarked yes- that from these little gatherings more and positivelyrefused to work. The mamother’s breast.
“Why, child, there is something grated in the listener’sears and chilled terday,” said Lester, with a hearty than one went away feeling that it was jority of people do not approve of thi*
wrong! What is it, dear?” questioned herbeating heart Could she detain laugh. “Say you will he my wife, a grand good thing to have a home, means of punishment for prisoners,but in
Mra. Milton, with alarm.
him longer? Glancing swiftly at her Pauline 1"
a case of this kind, where the prisoner reand be worthy of it.”
Mrs. Milton discreetly left the lovers to
, Panline was weeping, and her mother jeweled time-pieceshe said:
sorts to misdemeanor in order to be locked
themselves,and in a few moments more
The people of the Territory of Da- up and well fed, such punishment cannot
“Why, it is only a quarter of nine
repeated:
“Tell me, Pauline, have you lout Yon must play a game or two with me of earnest appeal Lester Fieldwood kota believe in a future State. — Wash*
be considered too severe. Such impostor#
your situation?”
this evening, Mr. Fieldwood, as it is had won the consent of the girl he ington Critic.
should be fed on bread and water, and jusi
loved—
“looked
below
his
level"
to
find
“No, mother, it is not that. We are yet early,” she pleaded,with a be witchenough of that to keep them from starving,
Creation’s
heir,
the
world,
the
world
in
Pauline,
the
sewing
girl,
a
jewel
of
poor, that’s all,” replied the sobbing ing toss of the head. The Judge also
far greater value than id! his wealth.
is mine. — Goldsmith,
to death.
girl
requested the visitor to remain.
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H.
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1888.

To Mr. and Mrs. W.

\Bo*n:—
TOrfhson,

4,

on Thursday morning,

a

twelye pound boy.

A

proeessive pedro club, with

over twenty members, has been or-

ganized in

this city.

We hear that Patsy Grimes has
bought a house and lot. What in
the world can this mean ?
The Zeeland Cornet Band

shining light of Olive Center," who treats

late war. The New morality and virtue, reason and common-York Times of April 28, 1805, said: sense as an unholy thing, got his harp in
“Lieut. Baker was with Booth con- tune last week and made a supreme effort
tinually from the time he was shot to see how well he could please and glorify God in a trial of slander and abuse.
until he died and saw and heard
Being one of the unconvertedwe make no
everything that was done or said pretensions in this direction, and expect
during that period; his statement, to live and die and be judged by the imtherefore,is deemed the best author- perfect record we make here as a mortal
ity. It is generally known that and imperfect being. But our cflortB
have always been to do right rather than
Lieut. Baker is a gentleman of in- attempt to please. We hold it to be the
telligenceand a v«ry close observer. right of a free man to think, speak, write,
The other lecturesof the course are and criticise,and hold no opinion too
Dr. Geo. F. Hunting, President of sacred for discussion,or too cherishedto
Alma College, Alma, Mich., late of he readily given up when shown to be
wrong. Our aim in all things is to reach
Kalamazoo; Rev. Kerr B. 1 upper, the truth, and we are pleased with
of Grand Rapids; Prof. Martin L. amusing fiction, but not with that kind
D’ooge, of Ann Arbor University, which is scandalous or designed to terrify.
close

of the

BMGIIHS!
The

as a “sloighride party.”

being made We cheerfully admit that morality, virtue,
reason, and common sense are a hobby
for procuring George R. Wendliug,
with us, and pity the unfortunate who deof Illinois,whose lecture on “Saul spises,or are without either. Now as to
of Tarsus” two years ago gave the character of this new creaturecalled
‘‘Crauk” we are able to say that wo have
such universal satisfaction.
met him In meeting and can testify that
--he speaks, sings, and prays, both loud
A Pleasant Surprise.
and long, and well, and gives quite an In-

-

in

•

Furniture, fall Paper,

—

B. L. Scott, Proprietor.

HENRY KAMPERMAN, Foreman Sash

Picture Frames, and Oil

may be obtained

ing, Matching and

at the

using have been united to us by a».i unUncle Sam’s postofliceas an adver- broken chain of twenty-oneconsecutising medium will recollect that the tive links, each representing a year
News is a permanent and local fix- in which you have supplied your
ture and is adapted especially for many farmer friends in the vicinity
advertisingpurposes. Inquire for of Holland, with the reliable McCormick machines, which have enour rates and use our columns.
abled them to reap their golden harOn February G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
y/sfs each year. It is but fitting
12 tickets will be sold at Holland to
tnat after so long and pleasant a reNew Orleans, La., and return for lationship, we should present you
$29.70. Tickets good until March
with this staff, upon which you may
1st. This will enable all who desire
lean at leisure, and look over the
an opportunityto visit New Orleans
seemingly short time, and as you do
and witness the greatest of festiviso we trust it may give you strength
ties, mar di.gr as. For further parto look forward in the hope of a
ticulars inquire at ticket office.

which we may travel
The Grace Church Social will be down life’s path together, and when
held at the residence of James Hunt- the end shall have been reached,
ley on Tuesday evening next. your granaries shall be well filled
Sleighs will begin running at 7:30 and your harvest complete.
p. m. from the residence of Fillmore
Accept it with the hope that you
Bird on River street. Friends are may live to such a good old age as
requested to meet at that place. A will, in a small degree, make it of
fine literary and musical program use to you, aside fiom a little token
has been arranged. All cordially of our well wishes.
like period in

Sincerely yours,

invited.

The hedge business seems to be
booming in the northestern part of
the county at least a list of names
of patron? of the Hedge Co. in
the Coopersvillc Observer shows
fifty or more good substantial farmers who have ordered for this coming spring, and still moving forward
glad to see it. Every farmer needs
good fences.
The next meeting of the South
Ottawa Teachers’ Association is to
be held at Zeeland, on Saturday, the
11th of February inst. Prof. Taylor, county visitor of schools, expects to be present and would like
to meet as many teachers as can possibly attend. He wishes to talk
with them in regard to the next
State Teachers’ Institutefor Ottawa
County, the examinationof teachers

McCormick Harvesting Co.
By E. K. Butler.
Sunday evening the Union services of
the First and
will be
of

Third Reformed Churches

held in the First Church, corner

Market and Ninth

streets,

on which

oc-

casion Rev. N. M. Steflens of Hopo Theological

Seminary will preach a sermon

In

the English language.

List of lettersremaining in the
office at Holland, Mich., Feb.

Emma

2,

post

1888:

J. Buck, Mart Hunewitz, John

Paul, Adolphus Strong, Miss Nellie Smith.
J. G.

Van Pdtten,

To Rent

P. M.

!

I have three desirable houses to rent.
Apply at
J. C. Post.

once,

l-3t.

under the new school law, and other

OUT AROUND.

matters of interest to teachers and

Ottawa Station.

the schools.

The “Earnest Workers” of the James and Peter Bush are at home
Methodist Church were invited to again ____ Mrs. Bush has been in Holland
hold a social at Mr. Chas. Fair- for several days with her daughter, Mrs.
Lindemire,who has been quite sick lately.
banks’, Friday evening, Jan. 27th,
. .AlexanderStone sold a span of horses
and five double teams, with lar
this week to Henry Sprick of Grand
sleighs, furnished by the Fairbanks Haven. We did not learn the amount rebrothers and Mr. Geo. Harrington, ceived. . . .A poor memorandum concerning the conditionand changes of the
met at the church and were loaded weather has been found to be more relito their utmost capacity. The beau-, able than the best almanac — The wisest
tiful moonlight,excellent sleighing, opinion can never approach,but apprexiand happy singing, united in mak- matcly, the moat simple fact. . .We had
a neighborly call on Wednesdayfrom the
ing the ride one of real enjoyment.
Rev. Charles Norton of this circuit, who
The warm reception given to one spent a few hours with us in a friendly
hundred guests by Mr. and Mrs. interchange of views. We found that in
Fairbanks, and the diligence of the this respect he adorns his profession by
entertainment committee to make the courtesiesand deportmentof a gentle.

.

.

man.... One of the mlscbieviousboys of
strangers acquainted, and to interest
our school cut a pin in two one dny last
all was truly commendable. The week, which he affixed to the end of a
select reading, declamations, solos, stick and then drove into the flesh of
choruses and quartettes,interspersed Cassidy Waffle, which frequently gives
him considerablepain. Dr. Mabbs, of
with a good supply of instrumental
Holland, was unable to find it and take it
music, the cake and coffee, so excel- out. ...Mrs. Sanborn, aged 77,*who has
lent as to need no comment, fol- been livi ng for some time with her daugh-

lowed by

a

free-will offering of

$12.50, all combined to

make

it

one

—

of the best socials of a life time.

--

'

—

The Lecture Course.

The Course will open with an entertaining lecture next Wednesday
evening by Lieut. L. B. Baker, on
the subject “The Assassinationof
President Lincoln and the pursuit
and capture of the assassin, J. Wilkes
Booth.” As Lieut. Baker was an
eye-witness of the event of which
this subject treats, he will undoubtedly give us a vivid description of
it and reveal startlingfacts hitherto
unknown which characterizedthe

Foreman FlamLumber Dept.

new
A Complete Stock

of

•

FURNITURE STURE
--

Rough & Dressed Lumber,

OF-

Wm.Verbeek

SPOONER

who have been

aud Door Department.

THEADORE BOSMAN,

Paintings,

Rev. T. W. Jones, pastor of Hope
in the old postofficebuilding on
Church, read a paper to his ConsisEighth Street.
teresting account of his experiences,hopes,
tory last Monday evening in which
Mr. B. Van Raalte was sur- fears, and determinations, and leaves his
he presented the resignationof his
prised
last Thursday morning on re- hearers to judge how much malice, CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN
pastorate, to take place in a few
slander, and vain conceit is contained in
ceiving
a long, slim package by exOUR PRICES.
weeks.
that little new Christianheart of his. Now
press. On opening it he found a in order to satisfy the curiosity raised in
Assistant Postmaster De Keyzer
most handsomely engraved gold- the public mind we ask this humble folWe keep everything kept in
takes orders for all periodicals pubheaded cane and attached to it was lower to give some reliable proof of his
lished in the IT. S. Converse with
the following letter which explains statements. We will not ask him to raise
a first-class store and it
his hand and swear, as that would not
him if you want reading matter.
itself:
alter our opinion in regard to the value of
is no trouble to show
He also takes subscriptions for the
his word. We refer the reader to our ar
Chicago, Jan. 31, 1888.
News.
our stock.
tide of two weeks ago concerning those
B. Van Raalte, Esq.,
two
little
boys
to
enable
them
to
judge
D. M. Ferby, the veteran seedsHolland, Mich.
WM. VERBEEK.
correctly,as to who has misrepresented
man of Detroit, and probably the
Dear Sir:— It is said that man at and lied. Being unable to find enough in
Holland,Mich., May 19, 1887. IG-lyr.
largest in the world, has given the twenty-onebecomes of age ami be- the past and present to worry over, or
Michigan Hedge Company an order gins to look about for something to quarrel about, this saint secures the manfor a large quantity of hedge to be support him through life. On look- tle of the prophet, and diving deep down
PAT.
into the future bring forth a most horrible, Cannot Choke a Horse.
planted on his farm near Detroit.
ing over our records we find you

Parties

Lumber Yard.

CAIR/P’ETS,

visited and arrangements are

Holland last Thursday evening and
discoursedsome excellent music on
our streets. The boys came here

best o( bargains

—AND—

SASH, DOORS, MOULDINGS,

and

Glass, Putty, Paints

&c.,

Oils.

WORK

CUSTOM

Promptly done at ReasonablePrices.
Holland, Mich.. Nov.

1887.

25,

you have lost your pocketbook, you will listen to any
one who can tell you how to

COLLAR

If

you have lost
your health,— which is more
get it

back.

If

— listen to

precious,

us.

lamentable, aud undesirable fancy picture Adjusts Itself to any Horses Neck.
Medicines
nothing
of our mental, moral and spiritual condi- Has two rows of Stitching,
tion when wc came to die; but which be- Will hold Hames In place.
check
disease;
act
ing fanaticaland romantic, is consequent- Mine Genuine unless staynf-ed
•with cur “ Trade-Mark."
negatively,
positively.
ly unreliable, and can carry but little
weight. Waving all questions as to what ASK YOUR HARNESS- /?
cannot build
your
MAKER FOR THEM. L*
may bo our future couditlon, we give asealth,
bring
your
surance that we have an earnest desire to
*500
!
leave an honest record so that there will
rength,
viWo will pay the above reward for any case of
bo no occasion to bow the head in shame
liver complaint,uyspep.Ma,sick headache,inupon meeting an old acquaintanceupon digestion,constipation or costiveneaswe cannot tality.
the other shore. It seems a mystery to us cure with West’s Vegetable Liyer Pills,when the
do you hesitate to join
that he should make this question a mat- directionsare strictlycomplied with. They are
purely vegetable, and never fail to give satisare using
ter of such deep concem so long as we faction. Large boxes containing 30 sugar coated the large army
have never attempted in any way to inter pills, 35c. For sale by all druggists.Beware of
fere or contend lor the right that ho holds counterfeitsand Imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., 86J W.
things:
to a place in Abraham’s bosom. In con- Madison street, Chicago, III.
clusion we now propose as a means of
First, By no possibility can it
finai settlement of the difficultyto give
Second, In nine
notice for a conference,some Sunday after
class meeting, in erder to ascertain the
cases out of ten it must benefit
relativemerits of each in regard to moral

can do

but

they

not

up

They

or

REWARD

back

or renew your

Why

who

COMPOUND OXYGEN
when you know two

^Cutters

Sleighs

character,neighborly qualities,and

AT COST.

a

reputation for honesty, virtue, and truth.
The result to be made public.

harm you.
you.

The quality of our curative

“Andrew.”

agent is proved by the success
Lake Shore.
I have quite a stock of in our business during the last
Wm. Cochran started back to bis home Northwestern Sleighs and eighteen years. Investigate,
in California on the evening of the 9th
and you will not hesitate a
inst. His sister-in-law? Mrs. Carrier and Cutters on hand which I will
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mary Carrier,
moment.
will send free
went with him. They intend to make sell A I
for cash, good some 0f mir books on the subCalifornia their future home. Mr. Arthur Carrier intends to make a sale of his endorsed paper, or for dry or jeot of HEALTH, if you will

We

COM

householdgoods and other property in

a

short time and join his wire in California.
Wm. Ogden. Ernest Souter, and others
have the Californiafever very bad at present and if they do not recover will follow
as soon as they can get the wherewitn to
carry them through. I should like to
have oue problem solved in my mind before being attacked-thatis— can a person
live and support a family iu Calilornia
without labor. If 1 can, and I almost believe it by William Cochran’s stones, here
is one who is for California,and I verily
believe that one-hall of the Lake Shore
would be willing to go also. Just think
of it. Oranges grow on thornappletrees,
figs on thistles, the sun shines continually,
etc., etc.... Albert Wyatt went back to
Fennvllle this week. He has been here
visiting old schoolmates for a few days.
....Mrs. Whaley, of Fillmore, has been
visiting relativeshere for the past couple
of weeks ..... Miss Merritt, teacher of
school in DistrictNo. 8, went over to the
Lake Shore one evening last week to view
the icebergs for the first time in her life.
She was well pleased with her visit to the
lake and spent the evening with Mr. Ogden's people ____ Dell Hull is living up
near Coopcrsvillethis winter. Ho Dus
been quite sick sluce the holidays but
writes that he is on the gain again. . .A

preen stove wood.

send your address.

DBS.

STARKEY

& PALEN,

1527 and 1529 Arch Street,

The cutters have the patent
dash and are

51

4t.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Swell

of both* the

and Portland styles. They
must be
Spring

all

order to

in

for Spring

and

iret

a

disposed of before

make room

Goods.

Call early

good first-classcut-

ter or sleigh for little

YATES. M.

D.,

FLIEMAN,

OBSTETRICIAN.

River street.
Jan. 2G, 1888. 53 4t.

AESTHETICS,

J.

Holland,Mich.,

0. E.

money.

(Chloroform or Ether),

Just Received Administeredwhenever reA Large Stock

quested by patients.

of

.

couple of our neighbors while coming
home from the city last Saturdayevening
and bad about sixty rods to go, drove
into a snow drift— got the “Hosh” down.
After much difficulty the men aud animal
got sale at home minus the sleigh. 'I hey
took another set of thills and horse and
got the sleigh home next morning, when
they could see what they were doing.
Mr. Orrin Crofoot and wife are here on
the Shore visiting relatives and old neighbors. Mr. Crofoot and family came to
.

.

49-8t.

Flannels, Blankets,

.

“Ben Nip.”
Mrs. McCaul, died very suddenly
Sunday morning from heart difficulty.
Funeral services were held at the house
Ailvnliscmcnti
Tuesday,conducted by the Rev. Chailes
Norton. . .Mrs. Petite,with her two children, arrived here a few days ago irom
the north. She contemplates spending
the remainderof the winter hero with her
mother, Mrs. Rhodes, and her sisters,
Mrs. E; L. Rhodes, and Mrs. Frazier W.
Headley. Her husband is in Washington
Territory, where he has been employed
for some lime,, and engaged In preparing Cabinets
Doz.
a home for hitf family, who will go there
as soon as the weather becomes reason- Tintypes,
Cts.
ably moderate to assure comfortable
travel.... For the mouth of the wicked
and the mouth of the deceitful are opened
against me; they have spoken against mo
Copying in all its Rranches.
with a lying tongue. — Psalm 109, 2d vertc.
One of the most devoted and a great Gallery corner of River and Eighth St.

AS,

Van Duren

Bros.

DEALERS IN

YARNS, FUR CAPS,

BOOTS,
G.

Van Patten &

Sons,

SHOES,

Our Stock of
ETC., ETC.,

•GROCERIES-

ter,

ilnu

US Ifo

,8

this section in 1859 or 'GO, he being one of

the first settleis on the Lake Shore when
there was neither road or briddlepath west
of the Grand Haven road and Blake Lake.
They are living, when at home, near Hart
where they have a very desirablefarm and
are in very easy circumstances. .. .Our
predictions on the weather the first of the
month has come true. Oh! we can beat
old Wiggins on the weather every time.
....The young people went over to D.
Huff’s on Monday evening for a social
visit and had a very pleasant time.

n

DRESS GOODS,

A

full

aud complete and kept fresh by

Always have a large
ment

of

assort*

Goods on hand.

frequentinvoices.

.

HIGGINS & SON,
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
$2.00 per

4 for 25

G.

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland.Mich.. Oct

15.

SONS.

Hub revolutionized the world
daring the last half century.
Not teaHt among tho wonder*
of inventiveprogrei*is a
method and aystem of work that can be performed
ali over t'nc coantry without euparatlngtje workSe frSm their homes. Pay liberal:any one can
do tho work; either aox, young or old; no epeclal
nhiltiv required. Capital not needed ; you are
started free Cut this out aud return to us and wc
will send you free aomethlng of great value aud
importanceto you. that will Btart you in business,
n-h'irh will bring you iu more money right away
rhan aSythlng ofae In tho world. Grmd Oufjt
frit. Audress True & Co., Auguata, Maine.

Invention
---

We make a

Specialty

1887.

Work.

of Custom

-REPAIRINGNeatly and promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

east of Post-office.

Holian.d Mich., April

13,

1887.

18-tf.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Terma

of Subscription
paid in advance;$1.75
three months, and $S.OO if

$150 per year
paid at

if

if

tions the great curling

.iatei of advertieingmade known on application,
fearlj advertisers have the privilege of three It is a slippery game

cbanccs
Notices of Blrtha.Marrlagei, and Deathr’pnbUshed without charge for subicrlbars.
WAIl advertising billa collecUble Quarterly.

skill

and

of the

most interestingsights at the

To

carnival grounds is the ski slide.

a

stranger who has never seen this sport be-

fore there Is somethingtruly wonderful in
January Slat, 1888.
the way in which the skiist, if we may
Mr. Editor:— Just dropped In atthe mecall him so, will come flying down tne altropolisof the northwest which has been
most perpendicular slide, and in the ease
talked about so much lately on account of
with which he will jump forty or fifty feet
the ice carnival and the frigid atmosphere.
from the end of the platform. It would,
When I left home all of the Eastern
perhaps, not be out or place to give a
papers contained long accounts of the
short description of the game. In the
thousand or more people who had actualfirst place, the slide is a good deal like a
ly frozen to death up here and not thawed
toboggan slide, but is much higher and
out yet. Of course these stories have had
slope is at a more acute angle. There
their effect and have been very heart-rendis a man stationed at the top who calls out
ing and all this and that, but from the
the number of each skiist as it comes to
present condition of the atmosphere and
his turn to try his skill on the slide, and
appearances on the streets there must be
who is supplied with a horn, which he
some mistake somewhere. Since Sunday
blows as the player is starting. The next
there has been perpetual sunshine and
thing that the spectators see is the form of
the mercury which was lost a week or
a man with a pair of long, narrow boards
two ago tells us that we are having spring
on his feet, flying down the slide at railfor Minnesota, a season that they general-

road speed, and who, on reaching the

calendar. On the

upon

ies or crape Veils to be seen

a spring

the

streets signifying sadness. To the con-

and goes flying through the

some

landing on his feet

thirty

You will find the finest assortmentof
canned goods, imported and domestic
sardines, in oil spiced, and mustard sardines,- choice salmon, lobstersand mackerel at the old reliable City Bakery.
Don't Experiment.

You cauuot afford to waste

time in experimentingwhen your lungs are in danger. Consumption always seems, at first,
only a cough. Do not permit any dealer
to Impose upon you with some cheap Imitation of Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption. Coughs, and Colds, but be
sure you get the genuine. Because he
can make more profit he may tell you he
has something }ust as good, or just the
same. Don't be deceived, but insist upon getting Dr. King’s Now Discoveryfor
Consumption, which is guaranteed to give
relief in all Throat, Lung and Chest affec
lions. Trial bottle free at Yates & Kane’s
Drug Store, Holland, and A. De Krulf’s,
Zeeland. Large bottles$1.

certain in

trary all don themselves in bright colors

away. The object is to see who can
jump the farthest from where the slide ter-

positivelythe most conspicuous they can
purchase and every other person you meet
wears either a bright red, a sky blue or a

suit. There aro those, how-

ever, who exercise more taste and choose

colors. As

minates, and
tance

To

more modest

game

is

Holland .............10 00 1 15 12 00
1 06
2 17 1 23
300 4 25
4 00 3 40
6 40 6 40
p.m. a.m

Bangor ...............
11 52
Benton Harbor ...... 1 20
New Buffalo .......... 2 45
Chicago ............. 5 55
p.m.

the most important

A

1V1

and

Chicago ..... ....... 9 00
New buffalo ........ 11 8.)
Benton Harbor ....... 12 30
Bangor ........ ....... 1 15
Grand Junction ...... 4 05
Holland ............. 8 05

55 9 10
’0 14 10
00 1 45
55 4 50
8 07 3 12
9 00 1 35
p m. p.m. a.m.

much at home on their long strips
wood as the average boy on a toboggan.

•tree* oppoelte

BROUWER A

1200

V

Picture Frames, HouseholdDecorations and
Novelties.Eighth Street.

•

p.m.

4
7
11

Flour Mllli.

*

WAV.8n-

E0°
Manufacturersof
Ko,I'0,;iI,|our,
proprietorsof Standard RollMills. Daily capacity,800 barrels.

45
er

50
10

Hardware.

1210
3 05

KANTERSRa,

p.m.

Exp Exp Exp.

Mali.

p.m. p.m a.m. a.m.
8 05 900 14 45 950

SONS, dealersIn general hard-

Holland .......
Zeeland .......
Grand Rapids.

8 18
3

55

9

TTAN

Fr’t.
p.

4 56 10 00
45 5 45' 10 40

OORT, J. B., dealer In General Hardware,
Stove#.Paint#, OH#, Gias#, etc., Eighth
opp. Post Office.

V

m

street,

0 10
6 35
8 10

TTAN PER VEEN, E., dealer In atovea,hardware, cutlery, etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware.
Corner River and Eighth street.

V

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
Grand Rapids.

9

Zeeland ........
Holland .......

9 44
9 50

(Mi

14

Hotels.

80 11 00 5 15
11 44 5 55
11 50 6 10

/~5ITY HOTEL, Geo. N. William#,Proprietor.
VJ The only nrst-cla##hotel In the city. la located In the buslne## center of the town and has
one of the largest and best aamplo rooma In the
state. Free bua In connection with the hotel:

TJIKENIX HOTEL,

Jas. Ryder, Proprietor,located near depot of C. A W. M. H’r. A well
apportioned Hotel. Katca reasonable.

1

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

Livery and Sale Stables.

p.m. a.m. p.tm
10 7 65 8 35 10 15
12 32 8 15 9 00 10 43
12 35 8 40 9 05 1ft 48
3 Op 1 10 8 55 9 45 11 35

p.m.

(

Ip.

in

TTAURINGTON, E.

J. Jr., proprietor of Hoi*
land City Sale and Exchange Stable. Gen*
eral teaming done, cor. Market aud Seventheta.

14

11

Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
P,m.

Co.

all

VEkBEEK,W., dealer In Furniture, Wall Paper,

3 10

3
6
7
7

CO., Dealersin

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

!

&

Work'

kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.; River St,

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

assorted

40-

Attention

f

Kid aud

colors,at the Millinery Store of
L. & S. Van den Beroe

and

EVER,

4
8

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

Holland .......

Holland....
Fillmore. .
Hamilton
Allegan....

305

a.m.
9 50

40
30
05

1003
1014
1045

3

3
4

!

IT'LIEMAN.J.. Wagon and Carriage Manufac-L lory and blacksmithshop. Also mangfacturcr of

Ox Yokes. River

street.

TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY,

A. Self, Proprtetor,capacity of Brewery 1,000 barrels,
Cor. Maple and Tenth streets.

11

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
our old customers,
Mix
TTOLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY, Joseph
and twice that many new ones to see our
a.m. p.m.' a.m.
1 Flxter, proprietor, manufacturerof Staves
H. P. 8.
choice candies. We have been taking the Allegan...,
500 11 25
and Headings.White and back Ash Bolts bought.
lead for the last twenty years aud we arc Hamilton.
5 35 12 15
River Street.
“How divine a thing a woman may be bound to remain at the front. We will Fillmore...
9 35 5 43 12 30
Holland
..
9 5J 6 00 12 57
made," when her cold is cured by Dr. show you the choicest of creams, the best
TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
p m
II L. T. Kanters, General Manager. Wind*
Bull’s Cough Syrup.
assortment of imperials,the purest mixed
MHIs, Tanks, etc., a specialty.
+ Daily. All other traiiiMlaily except Sunday.
“Mother, can I go out to fish ?"
candies, and we can give you the host as
All trains run by Central Standard*.lnic.
No. uo, my little sonny,
well as the cheapest in any quantity.
Tlcketa to all point# In the United State# and OUNTLEY A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
11 Engine Repair# a specialty. Shop ok
You know you’ve got a swollen foot, 52-2
Canada.
Jso. Pessink & Bro.
Seventh street, near River.
W. A. OAVETT, A##. Gen. Pass. Act.
My precious little honey.
W. A. CARPENTER.Traffic Manager.
But they got a bottle of SalvationOil,
TTUNTLEY, JAS., Architect,bnlldor, and Con*
A line of beautiful Hals, Fancy
F.G. CHURCHILL Station Accnt.
II tractor. Office In New Mill and Factory on
and he went and caught au eel, aud ate it Feathers, and a great variety of Hal OrRiver street.
like a man.
naments and Trimmings at

are as
of

event of the year in 8t. Paul.
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Grand Junction ..... 1130 205

MugK

Just received a large line of

Coaler In Notions and Fancy Goode,

Furniture.

Ferrvsburg ..........10 40 3 4? 6 40 6 55 9 50
Muskegon , 8rd atreot 11 05 4 15 7 15 7 85 10 15

Sale

•f-*

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

A

clear.

it

TV*®/*,

City Hell80 H#lr

Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.

desirable and very fine residence Muskegon, 3rd street
I 50
property for sale on easy terms and for a ( Ferryaliurg.
4 15
2 80
fair price. Inquire at News ottlco. 51-41 Grand Haven.

appears to bo fraught with

themselves seem to think nothing of

Merchandlee, cor. River and Tenth atreete.

Oct. 2, 1887.

Nl’t

TOWNS.

- --

is not acquainted with Jersey Gloves, in black

who

it

TI7eR£mAN. R. B„ proprietorof the Phtenix
JT Cheap Cuh Store and dealer In General

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

.

a rule everything looks bright

which

Taking Effect Sunday,

action.

Residence For

considerabledanger, but the players

and flashy and lends enchantment to the
carnival,

Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.

really astonishing the dis-

some of the sportsmen can

a person

the

it is

its

air,

or forty

feet

not the barber pole, but the

PUTTBN, 0. A SONS. General Dealers In
Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery,Hate and
Cape, Flqnr, Provleiona.etc. KIver etreet.

v

Croup, whooping cough, sore throat,
sudden cold, and the lung troubles peculFROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
iar to children, are easily controlled by
a. m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.
promptly administeringAyer’s Cherry Holland ..............9 55 3 05 t5 30 6 10 9 05
end
Pectoral. This remedy is safe to take and Grand Haven ....... 10 35 3 43, 0 30 6 50 9 45

makes

of the short level piece of the slide,

other hand there are no mourning draper-

flashy yellow

VAN

2t

requires great

and ingenuity.

One

Paul Letter.

ly allow to lapse on the

Horses For Sale.

Parties desiring to purchase a good
stood in America. In Canada there are horse will do well to call on the underthousandsof curlers and in Scotland it is signed, who has several which he does
not wish to keep through the winter
a common thing to see one thousand and
L. T. Ranters, Agent,
five hundred men playing in one contest.
52Holland MTg Co.

months.

paid at six months.

St.

contests.Curling

now, or ought to be, pretty well under-

is

We

would

invite all

1

.

any de-

I will not attempt to enter into

tailed description of the ice palace for
every one who reads a daily paper has ere
this seen not only the descriptions, but
the cuts in the daily papers.

Wo

a sure enough ice
big and in every respect

might

say that it is

palace.

Just as

just as

complete as the.papers have said it was.

Some

of the

w

-

-

more important programme

Rough on the

40-

Detroit Journal.

L.

&

S.

Van den Berge &

Co.

§u.stws$ flirfftonj.

days, passed before your correspondent
reached here, more particularlythe

and

The Wayne County

first

Courier “goes for”

march of the Detroit Ecening Journal iu Iho follow"Res Borealis” from the frigid zone. From ing style: “There was a time, and not so
all accounts "Rex Borealis’’ was properly very long ago, cither,when the Detroit
storming of the palace

made up, but there seemed

the

to be a dispute

A Drop

in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, aud Brick. Sixth street.

Heating Stoves.

Attorneysand Justices.
PHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott,
have
proprietor,dealer In lumber, lath, shingles,
greatly reduced the price of them. If you T'XIEKEM A G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections and brick. River street.
1/ promptly attended to. Office, Van der
are in need of a stove come soon while
rPHE CAPPON & HERTSCH LEATHER CO.,
Veen'a block, Eighth street.
In order to close them out

the assortment

Nexes was without an equal in the Detroit

is still

1

we

X

complete.

R. Kanters

&

Sons,

tanners of Hemlock Slaughter Solo, Harness,
Peace, Notary Grain, Gulf and Kip. Office, Grand Ilaplda.
Public,and Pci
susion Claim Agent, River St.,
'j-UKKBN A DB BPELDBR, Manufacturers of
near Tenth.
Carriages,Wagon#, Cutters. Sleighs. Sole
igon. Special
Bpccli attention
1)OBT, J.C., Attorneyand Counsellor at Law. owners of 1XL Patent Wagon.
to
UoraeHhoeiug
and Repairing. River atreot.
Office: Post’s lilock,corner Eighth and
Rivet street#.
rpE ROLLER. HEIN, Builder and Designer of
all kind# of buildings. Office on River street*

TT^AIRBANKS,I., Justice of the

r

‘

among the railroad men. Some claim evening journalistic field. In fact it is
Have you got Cousumption, Asthma,
that he came from Florida and stopped questionable whether the New* did not oc- Sore Throat, BronchialTrouble, Despepover at the Liesman spring, otherwise he cupy the lending place over all news- sia, Nervous Prostration or any Chronic 1
could not have had the growth of whis- papers in Detroit. By some strauge fatu- Troubles?If so, send a postal to Drs.
Starkey- and Palen, 1527 aud 1529 Arch
kers that he had. Those from the north ity on the part of the managementof that
Bakeries.
Street, Philadelphia,Pa., aud they will
say that the growth is natural and perpet- paper, however, it Las been gradually fall- send you a 200 page book free. ' 51-121.
l>LOM, C Jn. dealer in Bakers’ Goods, Con) fectioncry, Foriegn Fruits, Tobacco and
ual. Right here arises a difference of ing from its high estate aud consequently

1
VAN

V

I

opinion. Take

it

as

you please he played

iu Hie estimation of

young

the part very well.

On Sunday the gates of the ice palacd

the public, while

its

rival, the Journal, lias ascended in-

to the envied position so long held by the

were closed and there were twenty-five or

AVtri. The Journal lias now a

more thousand people who wanted to go

writers equal to any doing good

stuff of

work

in

RAALTE, B., dealer

ments

a

In Farm imple
Cor. River and

Ninth Streets.

Notice of Dissolution oJ Cigar#. Blom’s new (dock. Eighthstreet.
DER VEN, J. M.. Manufactures tlie best
pITY BAKERY,.! Pessink & Hm., Proprietors, VAN
Partnership.
v 5 cent cigar made. Havanua tilled,Smoke
Kj Fresh Bread and Itakere'Good#, Confection- them.
For sale by all dealers.
Notice is hereby given that the co-part

ery, etc.,

Eighth street.

uership heretoforeexisting under the
name and style of Wilms & Metz has. been

TI7ILM8 P.. Pump

Bank.

»

manufacturer, and dealer In
AgriculturalImplementsof all kinds. South

V

River street.
dissolved aud that the business will hereT TOLLAND CITY HANK, foreign and domestic
in and see what there was to be seen. the country. Every department is care- after be carried on by P. H. Wilms and 11 exchange bought and sold. Collection#
Merchant Tailors.
Many stopped there on their way to or fully supervised,and the paper is con- accounis due said firm to be paid the said promptly attended to. Eighth street.
iRUSSE BROS., MerchantTailors.
Wilms, and all debts from said firm to be
from the churches, but they found that ducted upon au advanced plane of enterBarbers.
paid by Wilms.
they were refused admittance just the prise without a parallel iu Detroit. The
Dated, Holland, January 12th, 1888.
11AUMGARTEL. W„ Tonsorial Parlors Eighth
Marble Works.
P. H. Wilms,
IJ and Cedar streets. Hair dressingpromptly
same as those who had been laboring all public can appreciate a good thing when
attended to.
I'VE MERELL R. N., dealer in Granite and
F. J. Metz.
week and had not yet had the opportuni- they find it, which is fully evidenced by
Marble Monnments.Headstone#,Tablets,
the
upward
bounds
taken
by
the
Journal's
Building
Work done. Eighth street.
ty of seeing it at all. Heretofore the
Billiard Halh.
Itch, Mange, and Scratches of every
circulation.
A
cleaner
or
more
wholekind on human "hr animals cured in 30
grounds have always been open during
Meat Marketi.
‘YVlf'MAMS,W. A. proprietor Temperance
v f Billiard Parlor,dealer in One Cigars and
i Sunday, at least for observers, but this some sheet could not be takcu iuto a fam- minutes by Woolford’a Sauitary LHiou.
rvlBBLE A LOZIER, Fresh and Salt Meats,
This never fails. Sold by Kremers & Tobaccos. Cor. River and Seventh streets.
13 Sausages, Poultry, Fish, etc. Hucecaeois to
practice has been done away with this ily.”
Bangs,
Druggists, Holland, Mich. 42 Gin
C. Dok A Sour River Street.
Saturday’s issue (double size) of the Deyear just for an experiment. You have
Boots and Shoes.
troit Evening Journal by mall, one year,
VAN DUREN <fc VAN DER VEER, First
no idea to what extent the people of St.
Bucklen’sArnica Salve.
TT ELDER, J. D., the cheapest place In the city
Ward Meat Market. Choke moats always
11.00, ot every day $5.00, cash with order.
and Shoe#, River street.
The best salve in the world for Cuts 13. to
Paul take part in these carnivals, and to
on baud. Eighth street, near Fish.
-- —
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
tell tb’e truth they are completely carried
\JiAN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots and
A Reliable Almanac for 1838.
Millinery.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains
Shoes.
Shoes. A large assortment always ou baud
away. All of the clerks whether they be
Corns,
and all skin eruptions, and positive Eighth ptreet.
VAN
DEN
BERGE
L. A 8. A CO., Millinery
Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary says
in wholesale and retail establishments
or
ly cures Piles, or uo pay required. It is
V
and Fancy Good#. The oldest millinery
that an almanac is “A bock or table conClothing.
stahllshmeut lu the city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
in small corner stands consider themselves
taining a calendar of days, weeks and money refunded. Price 25 cents per box T108MAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the streets.
at liberty alter noon of each day of the
months, to which astronomicaldata aud For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, ant 13 largest stock of Cloth# aud Ready-made
Photographers.
carnival to absent themselves from their
Clothing in city. Eighth street.
A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.
various statistics are often added, such as
J.r ELLER, H„ all kind# of work In the photobusiness places. Many of them are memVORsT W.. Tailor. Renovating and repairing
graphic lino executed with care and disthe times of the rising and setting of the
clothing a apecialtycheap aud good. River patch. Old picturescopvcd and enlargedto any
bers of the toboggan,snow-shoe,or social
street.
sun
and
moon,
changes of the moon,
iUarhcte.
size. Cabinet Photo# 82.00 per doz. Gallery on
clubs, and they are expected to partici-

50-4t
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V

bay
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(Out

pate in parades which occur daily. W hile
I

am writing the industrial pageant, one

of the

most important

ing by and so

it

of the

week, is pass-

goes for the remainder of

the week, every afternoon.

There

arc other things, however, which

command
interest
fest

attention

more

especially the

which people here seem

to

mani-

in athletic sports. At the grounds

up almost
to a programme which included toboggan, snow shoe, hurdle,
and ski, races. All Interest seemed to be
yesterday the time was given
entirely

centered in the toboggan race, between
the

mer

Nushka and Wanita clubs. The
is

for-

not only the hightoned social club

of the city, but is also

supposed to com-

pose a membership of young

men who

have won medals in many amateur sporting contests.They

won in the

Eighth 8t., opp. News office.

eclipses,hours of full tide, slated festivals

Commission Merchant.

Physicians.
gEACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and
(WHOLESALE.)
dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest T/'RE^BIULfl-’PbyMdMi and Surgeon. Rea*
[Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrinqton.)
market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick Iv Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8U
Apple#, 75c Beans $2.25 to $2.40; butter, 18c.
Ben Franklin Almanac issued by the ChiOfficeat the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Of*
Eggs. 20c: Honey, 9 lo 10c; Onions, 70c; Potatoes store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
flee hours from II a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
cago, Milwaukee
St. Paul Railway. 80c.
RETAIL.
Drugs
and
Medicines.
Send six cents in postage to A. V. II. CarABB8, J. A.. Physician aud Surgeon. Office
Apple# $1.00; Beans 2.50 to 2.60; Buttei J0c;Eggs
All at Walsh’s Drug Store. Hcsldenco,Corner
penter, General Passenger Agent, Milwau- 23c. Honey, 14c; Onions,80; Potatoes, 90 cents.
lENTRAL DRUG STORE. Kremers A Bangs, of Eighth and Fish atrects, In house formerly ocl Proprietors.
kee, Wis., and an almanac for 1888 will be
cupied by L. SprictHinn. OfficeHours: 9 to 10 a.
Grain, Feed, Etc.
m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
(WHOLESALE.)
p\OE8BUUO, J.O. Dealer In Drugs and Mediforwarded to your address.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H .H*ach.)
13 clnca, Paint# and Oil#, Brushes, Toilet Arti- IITBl’MORE, J. D , Homeopathic Phyelclao
Buckwheat, 50c; bran, $ 100 lb#., 95c; barley cles and Perfumes,Imported Havana, Key West,
and Surgeon. OfficeHours: 10.80 a. m. to
$ ewi, 81.10, Clover seed.ll hu.$3.50; Corn Meal aud Domestic Cigars.
12 m., 2.30 to 4 p.m., and 7.30 to 9 p. m. Office:
« cwt, $1.15; Corn, shelled — ,50c, Flour,
Piusstowjs
orate.
Upstairs in Sutton’s new building.
84.20; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 ft#.. $1.40; Feed, $1 OC1IOUTEN, F. J., M. I)., proprietor of First
ton #22.00; Hay. 10® $12; Middlings, V 100 lbs.,
Ward Drug Store. Prescriptions carefully
Beal Estate Agency.
“It is worth its weight in gold,” is a 95c; Oats, 34ct#.;Pearl barley, $1100 lb#., $6,00; compounded day or night. Eighth street.
common expression.But, while the val- Rye, 50c,; Timothy Seed, $2,50; Wheat, white,
WERT, T. R. proprietor Holland Real
83c; Rod Fultz, 8!c: LancasterRed, 83c; Corn TTTALBH, HEBER. Druggist and Pharmacist;a
ue of gold is easily affected, the worth of
Estate Agency* Property of all kinds,

Produce, Etc.

of churches, weather probabilities,etc.”
All this and more loo will bo found in the

&

VV

f

©

VAN

ear, 45c.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,as a blood purifier,
RETAIL.
never depreciates. It will eradicate Buck wheat, 60c; Bran, $ 100 lbs., $1; Barley, $
scrofula from the system when everything 100 lb#., $1*25; Clover seed, $1 lb., $.6.00;Corn
Meal, ? 100 lb#., $1.40; Coro, shelled,60c; Flour.
else fails.

Go and buy your Cloaks and Fur Trim
& S. Van den Bkhoe & Co.

race yes- mings at L.

Paul, Oskosh or

Kalamazoo. During the

afternoon there were a number of dances,

the programme including the Omaha,
buffalo,war, wolf and grass dances. The
dances were interspersedwith songs about

Big Chief and many other Indian celebrities, which a shortage of space will
not permit to be interpreted in intelligible Engfish.

To-morrowis a

great

day in an

athletic

way and will include among other

attrac-

goods appertaining to the bus-

V

bought

,

sold or exchanged

iness.

.

_

_

Saloons.

VATES

D

nERTSOU.
13

Goods, and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street.

T)OOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods, No13 lion#, Groccrie#, Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth
street next to Bank.

Any of our readers who send ten cents
F. & A. M.
to the American Publishing Company, A RegularCommunication of Unitt Lodge,
3830 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia. No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Pa., that Company will send them, post- Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday
evenings,Jan. 45, Pub. 22, March 41, April 25,
age paid, “The Weird and Wonderful May 23, Juno 20, July 18, August 15, Sepl. 19,
Story of SUE; or Adventures in the Caves Oct. 17, Nov. 14, Dec. 12. St. John.s days June
of Kor,” by H. R. Haggard. Published 24 and December 27th.
A. Hustlet,W. M.
in four volumes, size of Seaside Library.
O.Bbetjun.&c'v.
We hope all of our readers will ..Improve
this opportunityto get this fascinating
K. Q.'z H.
story, which is so much praised by all the
Crescent Tent, No. 69, meets in Odd Follows
Hall at 7:30 p. m„ on the First and Third Monday
leading papers and magazines. 51-4t
of each month. All Sir Knights are cordiallyinto attend.Cheapest Life Insurance Order
Consumptives obtain relief by using vited
known. Full particular#given ou application.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. No other cure is
L. D. Baldi's, Commander.
so effective.

full stock of

V

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla purifies the blood,
protest filed which we hope will be entcr^ and expels all poisonous elements. Sold
tained by the judges. A race is a race by druggists.

regardless of their social standing in St.

f

A KANE, druggists and booksellers.
I. Stock always fresh aud complete, cor Eighth 1) LOM . C., proprietorof the "Hose Bud Saloon”
$4.60 Fine corn meal, $1 100 lb#., $1.60; Feed, V and River streets.
aud dealer In liquorsand cigars. River street.
ton $23.00; Feed. $1 100 lbs., 1.20; Hay, 14 to $15;
Middlings,
100 lb#.. $1; Oats. 40 cent#.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
iROWN, P., dealer in liquors and cigars of all
Pearl Barley, V 100 lbs.. $6 00; Rye, 55c; Timothy,
I kinds. Eighth Hired near River.
seed, 82.75; Corn, ear, 60c.
D.. dealer in Dry Goods. Fancy

terday afternoon,but there has been a

and ought to be awarded to the winters

f

W. A. Holley,

R.K

rtRANDELL, 8. R, dealerIn DepartmentGoods,
\J and proprietorof HolluifdCity Bazaar,
Eighth Street.

east of

City Hall.

_

Second Hand Store.

T) 08 MAN, A. B., proprietor of Hccond Hand
Store, and dealer In Stoves, Tinware,oic
Eighth

13

T^E

JONGH.C., dealer in Dry Goods, Groceries,
1J Hats, and Caps, Booia and Shoes, etc., Tenth
street opp, Union School building.

____

TTUNT K. A., dealer in Wines. Liquors, and
11 Cigars. Saloon tn First Ward, three doors

street.

Watches and Jewelry.
REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker,

Jeweler, and
dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
dealer In General Merchandise,
and Eighth streets.
and Produce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy Butter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.

VRIES

T'vB

LJ

D.,

1>

D

Miscellaneous.

OTEKETRE PETER

A CO., general dealer In riOMWKEY, J. fl., Agent for the celebrated
Dry Goods and. Groceries, Flour and Feed.
\_y and world renowned Singer Sewing Machine
The finest stock of Crockery in city, cor. Eighth
It heats them all . Call opposite the Post Office.

O

and River streets.

\TAN DER HAAR,

V

H., general dealer in lino
Groceries, etc. Oratorsin season. Eighth

street.

T/’EPPBL,T.,

dealer In lomter. lath, shingles,
salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner
Eighth and Cedar atreet*.

1Y

who were caught on their way
BLIZZARD EXPERIENCES. Beynolds,
home from Valley City, owe their lives to DiYS
a similarexhibition of presence

that Beoently Swept the

got off the road, and, the men
finding that they were lost, unhitched,
turned the sleigh upside down, and re-

mained

there until

Frozen

to

How

His Pupils

of Starvation

She Has

Dur-

ing the Blizzard.

Death and Devoured by Hof*.
[Bt.

a Teacher and

Died

morning.

West.

Some Remarkable Incidents and

•

COMTi

BY CkBLE.
the Ouriositiesof Airy
truly a terrible calamity. And yet Dakota
ought not to be condemned and shunned
Fiction.
|>y home-seekersbecause of this heartrending occurrence. The truth is, the blizzard Fresh Wonders of the Telegraph
of Thursday was absolutely the worst ever
[Dubuquo (Iowa) special
-Time and Space Anniknown in central and southern Dakota.
One of the ghastly incidentsof the
It was a peculiar blizzard.Generally
hilated.
recent furious blizzard in Dakota has just
4he Dakota storms, whether in winter or
been made public. Mrs. Patrick, a widow,
wummer, last for at least a part of three
days. But this baneful blizzardseemed to A London Editor Talks Over the Wires who resides in the little town of Peosta,
out itself in two. It began on Wednesday
with His Correspondent In Britabout fourteen miles east of Dubuque, last
ond proved to be a very severe storm, with
Awsh snow, which the wind took up with
^reat force and whirled with bewildering
offect. By Thursday morning the snow
oeased falling, the wind died down, and

(people began congratulatingthemselves on
c* comparatively easy escape from what
oeemed at the beginning to be a severe
three days' blizzard.
bo far so good; but that lull in the storm
is what did the murderous mischief. That
bright sunshine which came out so enticingly for an hour or two on Thursday morning
was like the voice of the siren, wooing
iiaplessvictimsto a terrible death. Men,
women, and children were deceived. Chil•dren went to school and men went about
their work as usual, when they should not
have ventured from their homes.
Between 9 and 10 o’clock the storm again
broke forth with terrificfury. An old veteran, who engaged in the battle of Gettysburg. said the lull in the storm of Thursday was just like the lull in the battle just
before the charge of Pickett’scavalry.A
'tremendouscannonading had been going
•on between the artillery force on each side.
General Meade, suspecting that the heavy
firing of the rebels was done to cover up an
attack, ordered the artillery to cease firing,
to let their guns cool, and to get ready for
.-an aggressivemovement on the part of the
•enemy. On the other hand the rebels
thought they had silenced the Federal batteries,and Pickett was ordered to make
•that famous and fatal charge. Never before— except perhaps when into the jaws
-of death rode the six hundred— was a
•charge made with such disastrous effect.
From all along the Federal lines (were
poured out the bullets from the musketry,
sund grape and canister from the artillery.
The earth fairly rocked with the terrific
•thunder. So deathly was the contlict that
. 4n a short time Pickett's command of 17,000 men, the flower of the rebel army, was
reduced to less than 1,800.
As it was the lull that deceived Pickett
at Gettysburg, so was it the loll that deceived the people of Sonth Dakota. When
•Biey thought the fury of the storm had
1 been spent, it really had not begun. It
started again with fnry and it gathered to
itself increasingfiercenessas it went along.
The air was full of snow, which was literally as fine as flour. It was driven by a

ish Colombia.

night received the shocking intelligence

frozen to deatn in
the
storm.
George
Patrick
was a school
[Cable dispatchfrom London.)
The Pall Mall Gazette, which has been teacher in an isolated districtabout forty
called the Ishmael of the London press, miles north of Mandan, D. T. His school
the more its editor is attacked,his motives consisted of five pupils. On the day the
blizzard began raging, rather than brave
impugned, or his newspaper lampooned, its fury he concludedto remain over night
seems to increase what is often called its in the school-house,expecting that the
Americauesqueenterprise. This evening's storm would cease before morning.
issue contains the following instance. It But the following day it raged fiercer
than ever and the little school-house
is headed, “TelegraphingExtraordinary—
Interviewingby Cable Across the World." standing all unprotected upon the wide
prairie was wrapped in the icy folds of the
The article begins:
“An altogettierunprecedented feat in arctic hurricafte and shak’en to its very
foundations. The horrors endured by
telegraphy was performed last night when
that doomed mau and his little companan interview took place by cable between
ions. the wails and sobs of the hungry and
our specialcommissioner,now at Vancouver, and the editor at the offices horrified children, must be left to the
of the reader. None of them
of the Commercial Cable Company. imagination
left to tell the story. Three days
Tne arrangements in London were were
under G. H. Bainbridge,Superintend- later they were all found stretched upon
ent of the Maokay-BennettCompany. the floor of the schoolhouse,frozen stiff,
that her son had been

Mr# Hosmer, manager of the Canadian
Railway Telegraphs, and Mr.
Ward, manager of the Commercial Cable
Pacific

The

SufficientNatural Gai

VMpoira.

TOPICS.

the interview was the desire
commissioner to afford the
Old World a new and striking manifestarion of the extent to which time and space
origin of

of our special

have been annihilated by the electric telegraph and cable. The exact distances
traversed by the electriccurrent conveying the messages are as follows by wire:
London to Bristol, spur cable, HU miles;
by spur cable to Waterville,Ireland, 329;
by cable from Waterville to Canso. Nova
Scotia, 2,750; from Canso, New York,
and Canadian Pacific Railway telegraph
lines to Vancouver, 4,400, making a total
7,619 miles. Conversation was carried on,
allowing for breaks produced by a storm
that interrupted the wires, first between
Ottawa and Montreal, then on west of
Winnipeg, consecutively for three hours.
The private messiiges on either side, of
course, have been excised from this public

But One Month Left for the Enjoyment of Winter
Pastimes.
Doings in the World

[Chicagospecial.)

A story of horrible inhumanity or worse The Adventure of a Nebraska Tonng
capes— An Old Soldier’s Descripcomes from Belgrade, Montana, where it
Lady Who Was Three Days
is said a German laborer in the employ of
tion of the Blast.
a farmer was allowed to freeze to death.
Without Food.
The laborer was ill, and was placed by the
farmer in a room without fire, and will[Sioux F&lls (Dakota) letter.)
The creat blizzardof Thursday,Jan. 12, fully neglected.After an unusually cold The Heroism of a Teacher Who Tried
night, the man was found frozen to death.
to Save Three Little Ones
will long be remembered.In fact, the day
His body was then removed to the woodfrom Death.
Will go down into history as the date of a shed, where it was partiallydevoured by
»
most extraordinaryevent.
That fifty or one hundred persons more
Stories of Actual Experience that Biva]

•or less should have been frozen to death is

•

a

Supply for PracticalDomestic

Paul telegram.]

Es-

hogs.

SPORTING

CHICAGO’S LUCK.

AWFUL AGONY

of mind.

The team
Fwnliarity of the Uroadfol Snow-Storm

OF

now conceded that Chicago has s
sufficientnatural gas supply for practical
domestic purposes. Low-pressuregas exists here, either in the shale or the Niagara rook, in sufficient volume so that ths
supply from a six-inch well, when freed
from water, will be quite large enough to
furnish fuel and light for the largest establishmentsin the city. The pressure,
of course, is not strong enongh to admit
of the use of mains from which to distribute the gas at points distant from ths
month of the well, bnt the flow is held to
be larne enough from a single well to
supply light and fuel to the extent of from
$500 to $1,000 a month, or about $10,000
a year. This calculation is based upon a
test jointly made by C. H. Dabney and J.
H. Ralston, tbe result of wbiob is decidedly interesting. Both of these gentlemen hold that the gas supply, found so
far, comes from the Trenton limestone,
and that it rises through fissures in Ihe
shale and other formations.But this signifies nothing in the present instance,except that if correct it shows that Chicago
will shortly have high-pressure gas. They
have hit upon a way of separating the
water from the gas at the bottom of the
It is

wells, or, in other words, of converting the
water well into a dry one, admittingof a
gas flow only. The process by which this
end is achieved is by the use of pipes and
rubber packing. The Leland gas has now
been burning twenty-two days continnously. The pressure or volume of supply
has steadily increased from the start, and
is more than four times greaterthan it was
when discovered.
The greatest natural gas flows yet discovered, although neither of the wells has
been burning long, are at the Chicago

Rawhide Works on East Ohio street, and
at the brewery of Wacker & Birk on North
Desplaines street. The pressure at the

Pfeffer Signs

of Base-ball-

a Chicago

Contract.

[CHICAGO COBBESPONDENCE.]
at last, and bnt a month

Februaryis here

more

of reliable winter weather remains
during which the winter pastimes of r
ice-skating, tobogganing,sleighing,curling, etc., can be enjoyed by the youth
of the Northwest. March will this year,
as in seasons past,

probably usher in the

winds and slush of the spring break-up.

With

the

break-up will come preparations
those out- door sports in which

for all of

our American >ouths are becoming the
most expert of any nation on the globe.
Foot-ball,cricket, paper-chases, bicycling,
•cross-countryruns, and the great

n

atio

game of the Americans—base-ball— will
occupy the attention of every man from
Maine to Californiawho is a lover of athletic contests.

As the season approaches, there is
noticeableincrease of activity

a

in all of the great cities which boast a pro-

fessionalball team. Players who have uot
signed contracts for the season of 1888 are
anxiously lookiug out for the best terms
they can make, while managers are equally
anxious to perfect their organizations to
the end of entering in the championship
races the very best aggregations their personal efforts and money can secure. One
thing may be depended upon by the public,
and that is that the National League, at
least, will possess some of the greatest ball
teams this year that have ever trod the base
runs in the history of the game. They will
not only possess the best talent the country affords, but at least five of them will be
so evenly matched that tbe race will in all
probability bo one of the tightest upon
record until the last scheduled games decide the right of title to the championship.
The summary of news and gossip from the
different league cities is about as follows:

volume of
800 cubic feet a day, and it is believed that
when the water is removed from the well
their features distorted by thepajns of cold
it will increase to 8,000 cubic feet per day.
and hunger, and their forms huddled toA small gasometer has been put in at the
gether as if in a desperate effort to prolong
rawhide works, and a natural gas flame is
AT NEW YORK.
burning them from 10 to 15 inches high,
The players are not signing especially
from ihe end of a 2-inch pipe, upon which
will bo an enduring monument to his meman improvised burner has been placed. fast at present, but nearly all tbe Giants
ory. He had stripped himself of his outer
The pressure is about equal to that at will have igned contractsbefore four more
garments and wrapped them about the
weeks come around. The ink on Gore’s
Wacker & Birk’s.
children.He had broken tbe desks to
Experiments made by Drs. Wahl and contract has been dry for some time and
pieces and tom up the floor of the schoolHenius show that the gas is fonnd, in all that on Titcomb’s contractdried last Tueshouse to provide fuel, and when everything
cases, in the Niagara limestone, within day. Titcomb talked three minutes and
combustible that could be spared was gone,
forty feet of its upper surface,or from 90 President Day six and a half, and, os everytortured by hunger and by cold, be bud
to 130 feet below the surface, which is, on thing was lovelv, tbe player was secured.
laid down witb his pupils and with them
an average, about 550 feet above sea level. His salary will be— entirely satisfactoryto
died. The scene presented when the griefhimself, and consequently the figures constricken parents and friends entered the
cern nobody else. Occasionally one of the
A NEBRASKA HEROINE.
schoolhouse was one they will never forolder players who have not yet signed will
get. This is the most ghastly and painful
pop up in the city, hold a confab with
record yet given of the ravages of that
John B. Dav, ask for a mortgage on the
The
Plucky
Little
School-Teacher
awful storm by which so many lost their
bridge, a slice of Coney Island, tbe city
lives. The remains of Mr. Patrick aie exWho “Merely Did Her
below Canal street, and tnen get mad and
pected to reach Peosta. He was reared in
go home. Mr. Day can, of course, give
Duty.”
this countv, and was a young man of fine
each player a piece of New York, but as
promise and generally esteemed.
he has not purchased Coney Island he canlatter point already indicates a

not supply the demand in that directionas
plucky little yet. One or two players have insinuated
that their services would be better appre[Lincoln (Neb. i special.!
wire outstripped the sun by eight hours, it
school-teacher at Mina Valley,whose herociated in some less populous town than
Storiesof heroism and terrible suffering
being 1 o’clock in the afternoon at Vanism, care, and presence of mind saved from New York, but the less flourishing cities
couver and 9 o’clock at night in London. during the great blizzard are coming in,
The conversationbegan with a bon jour and some of them more than rival the cu- death her thirteen little pupils during the will nek appreciate these players except as
message from the Pacificupon the Van- riosities of fiction. The wise and cour- terrible storm, was in this city recently. “I visitors.
AT CHICAGO.
north wind which blew witn tremendous couver morning,and in a few minutes only ageous act of the young lady teacher who
have had newspaper notoriety enough,”
The biggest event that has occurred durvelocity. So thick was the air one could the salutationwas returned from London. strung her thirteen pupils together, tied
she said, when approached by the reporting the week in Chicago has been the signnot see over two or three rods, and some- Next came, within six minutes’ time, the them to herself, and led them to a house
er; “ I merely did my duty." When
times not one. The wind howled with a following from the Pacific side:
over a half-mile distant, is familiar to ev- pressed, however, she told the following ing of a Chicago contract by I' red Pfeffer,
the club’s crack second baseman. Freddy
dinpiftl sound which foreboded nothing
"There are with me the Mayor of Vancouver, erybody. But the case of a young lady
btory: “Tbe storm came up very suddenly held out a long while, but finally came to
good, and all the time it seemed to rise to a G. Oppenhoiiner,editor of the Vancouver Neivt- teachernamed Louise Royce surpasses any
and
struck
the
school
house
just
about
time just as many predicted he would. The
higher pitch and become more moamfnl Adoer tiler, and Mr. Cotton, Superintendentof other instance,both in the splendid courthe Pacific Division of the CanadianPacific
the time for closing. I knew from indiChicago infield will now be the same as it
and defiant. The luckless wayfarer who liailroadTelegraph. Mr. Wilson is at the key. age displayed and in the protracted agony
cations that it was going to be a regular
was last season, with old Anse at first,
‘attempted to beat his way against the ter“After half an hour of instructions be- endured.
‘blizzard,’and told the children to all
rible svorm in a few minutes found his tween the editor and correspondent, the
Miss Royce was teachingeight miles wrap up well. While I was attending Pfeffer at second, Williamson at short,
eyes all but completelyblinded ’and his latter says:
northeast of I'lainview. On that fatal day to them the door blew in, and then the win- and Tommy Burns at third. Clarksonhas
cheeks coated with suow and ice. The
"See the Pacino as I write. In a few aays I
she had three pnpils— two little boys and dows. I put my cloak on and was wonder- not yet signed a contract, and persists in
saying that he will not do so. The club
force of the wind fairly took his breath shall start for a 4,t 00-mile voyage on the Eng- one little girl— all very young. When the
ing )vhat I was going to do. I had made
can probably get along without the Saginaw
away and he was compelled to turn around lish ship Parthia over another ocean. yet I am storm set in she started for the nearest
able to report myseltto you and talk as quickly
up my mind that tbe building would not
twiner’s services,however, if it is comto breathe.
and easily as if we were speaking through the house, twenty rods distant, with the chil- last long. Then I happened to Ihiuk of a
The storm1 lasted oil Thursday and tube in Northumberland street at our office.
dren, facing the sweeping,blinding, bitter ball of twine I had taken away from a little pelled to do so. Speakingof the probatiility of Clarkson’s holding out in his re“During the electric interview Manager blast— a very arctic gale. The children
through most of the following nighf. It
fellow named Frank Gibben, who was playis not strange that persons who were oat Ward in New York told London:
soon caused her to become bewildered and ing with it during school hours. I began fusal to sign with Chicago this year, a
“The lines beyond Winnipeghave suddenly lose both the house and schoolhouse.
lover of the game in the Windy City
became bewildered and ultimatelylost
tying the children together,and when I the other day remarked: “I
given out, but I expect them to be through in a
in- .
itheir lives; bat it is strange that any should
few minutes. The weather was very severe in After wanderingaround trying to find shel- bad completedthis task I fastened one end
dined to think, as the season- ap.have ventured oat daring the storm.
the north. The thermometerin New York last ter the children refused to move, in fact of the string to my arm and awaited develBut this storm cannot be charged up to night was zero. It is now 10 deg. above. I hope were chilled and exhausted. She crouched opments. Very soon the roof of the build- proaches, that it would break nobody’s
heart out this way if John were to sign a
Dakota alone. It extended throughout the conversationhas been satisfactory so far.
in the snow in an open field, with her back
“During the interview several Vancon- to the storm, nestled the children under ing blew off, and I said, ‘Coma on chil- contractwith Boston to-morrow.Why?
Hinnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska and most
dren,’ and we started. The nearest house Well, for the past month or two the eyes
of Iowa. Fatalities occurred in all these verans took part in the electric conversa- her wraps, pressed them close to her, and
was three-quartersof a mile away, and, in
tion,
thus:
sections,but Dakota sufferedthe most becheered and warmed them as best she order to reach it, we had to face the storm of our local lovers of the game have been
“The
Mayor
and
corporationof the city of
turned toward George Van Haltren, as a
cause of the deceptiveness of the storm.
Vancouversend greetings to the Pali Mall could.
for about one-third
the disAmid the many patheticand distressing Gaulle. They trust the visit of his commisThe fury of the storm increasedcon- tance. I thought at one time we result of the very creditablework ho has
•stories of intense suffering and loss of life, sioner may bo beneficial to the Gazette, as it is
stantly. She called for help, but could should be lost, and I came near been doing on the Pacific Slope, and the
manner in which he has started in out
certain to be profitable to Vancouver and not be heard ten rods away. For six terit is gratifyingto hear of a number of eslosing hope, for I was nearly exhausted. there to prove his style and effectiveness
British Columbia.D. Oppesiieimkb, Mayor.
capes which were planned by the cool and
rible hours she fought desperately with You see I was carrying the smallestchild—
“To which London answered:
tbonghtfnlheads. Some persons, when
death. She clasped the freezing hands and a littlegirl— and my talking to the children in the box. Mark my words. If Clarkson does not play here next season, Van
"Thanks from the editor of the Pall Mall Ga- feet of tbe children. She spoke words of
they realized they were lost, quietly buried
and urging them to keep up their spirits
themselves in the snow, covering them- zette for the kindly greeting and hospitable comfort, tried to ward off the keen arrows tried me veiy much. When we were about Haltren will be the star pitcher, not only
welcome.
selves as best they could. In this way not
of death from the north, did everything half-way to the house one of the boys, of the Chicago Club but of tfio country.”
“The following came from Winnipeg:
AT WA8AINGTON.
only were their lives saved, but some surpossibleto keep the little ones alive through about 6 years old, said: ‘ Teacher, I can’t
By degrees the League staff of um“Winnipeg, the center of the continent, sends that terrible orde&l. But it could not be
vived without being even slightly frostgo any farther,’ but I told him if he did
greetingsto the Pall Mall Gazette. It is zero
V
done. At about 9 o’clock at night one little not come along I would whip him, and it pires is being organized. The latest addihere to-day, but we are uot freezing to death as
tion is Charles F. Daniels, whose contract
in Dakota, Minnesota, and Montana. No bliz- boy fell asleep— forever— and was laid up- was remarkable to see how that child exertBlizzard Experiences.
was promulgated this week by President
zards here. Good-night.
on the snow. Then began the battle for ed himself afterward.Now, yon need not
Young. During tbe coming season th©
[Jamestown (Dak.) letter.)
the other children. Her own hands and
“This was followed by:
smile, I do not whip my scholarsvery hard.
League proposes to supply its umpires
Among the late blizzard news come a
feet
froze
stiff.
Chilled
and
almost
ready
“Editor of the Pall Mall Gazelle sends hearty
Well, we got to the house, and beyond a with a regulation uniform, which is to connumber of reports of the pluck and eudur- thanks
for the kind greetings ana congratula- to fall with exhaustion, she kept them aHve
ance of the parties caught out in the storm. tions of Winnipeg, her journalistic enterprise, until about 7 a. m., when the other little few frost-bittenfingers,noses, and ears., sist of a light gray flannelsuit with cap to
we were all in as good condition as when match. Last season Doescher was the only
Probably the most interestingof these and freedom fiom blizzards.
boy was overpowered by the cold and was we started.”
“There were establishedseven points for stretched upon tbe snow. In three hours
member of the League staff who umpired
.hazardous experiences was that to which P.
Miss Feeeman then spoke of the large every game in uniform, and his neat and
•Gaffeny, a milkman of the county, was the current over the continent. There
more the little girl also passed away and number of letters she bad received since
comfortable appearance was always favor^subjected. He started out Thursday morn- were rep-eaters at Donald, Winnipeg, Port
was placed beside the little boys.
the story of her bravery got into print. ably commented upon.
ing with his team and milk-cans, as nsual, Arthur, Carter,Montreal, Albany, and New
The storm was then somewhat abated, Most of them were naturallyof a compliIt is rumored that the Washington manam. the storm broke on him when he was York.”
and Miss Boyce was able to see the house,
The Pall Mall Gazette adds these com- about thirty rods distant, and, by sum- mentary nature, bnt nine containedoffers agement is negotiatingfor a third baseman,
only thirty rods from the house. Mr.
of marriage. One eccentricindividual inand that big Jim Davis, of last season’s
Gaffeny is an old-timer, and, appreciating ments: “At Waterville, where the cable
moning all her courage and strength, was
the situation,turned his horses and at- across the Atlantic connected with able to drag herself to the door and will closed a $10 note with the following: “Miss Baltimores, is the player they are after.
Freeman, you are a daisy, and can have Among base-ball authorities here and elsetempted to drive them homeward in the the shore, the messages were taken probably snavive,though both feet mast be
the keys of my trunk at any time. Yours
where Davis is not regarded as a rich find.
off by Sir
Thomson’s recorder, amputated.
face of the wind.
truly,
His work in Baltimorelast year was so
The hoise, as usual, refused to face the which produces
delicate, wavy,
A committee is at work in this city col- unsatisfactorythat not one word of regret
wind, and he was soon lost All that day penciled line, utterly unintelligible to
Miits Shattuck s Three Days’ Fast.
lecting funds with which to purchase a
comes from the Monumental City at the
Be searched in the blinding,pelting gusts all bnt the initiated. , The current
[Emmet (Neb.) letter.]
handsome gold medal to be presented to
for his home without avail. He knew he on this side was generated by thirty cells,
Many thrilling incidents and many hair- her at an early date. They are meeting proposition to releasehim. He has made
overtures to severalclubs, bnt none of the
•could not be far off, and, when night came, which transmittedmessages from Lon- breadth escapes might be related, but I
with marked success. Every person aplatter seem disposed to make a grand rush
unhitched his hones and prepared to camp don to Waterville.On the American side will mention only one, and that briefly!
proachedalmost invariablyresponds with for him. Davis is a fair hitter, but he
•oat on the prairie for the night All night the line was worked by a similar or greater Miss Ettie Shattuck,caught in the storm
cannot in anv other sense be regarded as
and until 11 o'clock next day, when the number, while relays of an equal number near a dwelling house, became blinded and a handsome sum.
the superior of Donnelly, who played third
tempest lightened, he battled witb the of cells were establishedat seven points en bewildered, and couldn’t find the house.
atom. When be got his bearings he fonnd route, the current used in each case haring Realizing she was lost, she fell on her YOORHEES FOR VICE-PRESIDENT. base for the Senators last season,
AT PITTSBURG.
himself in an open field about one mile a range of about 600 miles. The current knees and prayed God to lead her to a
“We are through looking for new talent,
from home. Sir. Gaffeny’s experience is necessary to cross the Atlantic was much haystack and protect her through the His Name to Be Freaentedand Got. Gray
to Succeed Him In the Senate.
for we think that we have now got a team
one seldom equaled, and one snob as only feebler. A* single cell will generate enough storm. Rising and stumblingforward she
[Washington Special to Chicago Tribune.]
together that will be a credit to Pittsburg
a tough and wiry constitution Bach as he electricity to carry a message from the Old soon ran up against a stack on the prairie
possesses, could live through.
World to the New. This is owing to the and dug into it with her hands and covSenator Voorhoes’ name will be presented this season.” This is the announcement
Another case in this county is that of much more perfect insulationof the cable. ered herself with hay, and the snow to the National Conventionas a candidate made by the PittsburgClub directory.
Nals Morgan, a young farmer living south The messages from the special commis- drifted over her to such an extent that she for Vice-President by the Indiana Demo- After a long fight for players,beginning
of town. He started from the city with a sioner, therefore,were transmittedby Morse was imprisonedthere from Thursday noon crats. He and Gov. Gray have come to with the fruitless chase in the Northwest,
President Nimick thinks it about time to
load of coal, bnt when a short distance ont from New Westminster, read off at Canso,
until Sunday night (when she was found an understanding, and though Mr. Voorhis moles refused to go against the wind. Nova Scotia, and retransmitted to Water- and rescued)without food or drink, a hees was very much averse to it, he has quit He has left the scene of action in
Yoang Morgan exercised bis presence of ville, where they were read off by an opera- period of seventy-eight honjs. A hungry been compelled to allow bis name to be the hands of lientenants and gone Wdst.
mind, turned the coal out of the wagou-box, tor and retransmitted to London, where wolf howled around her frequently,and a used for the Vice- Presidency and consent Maybe this Western trip is like the one
•crowded under that narrow shelter, and re- they were recorded on a Wheatstone re- friendly mouse nibbled her hand. She (o let Gray succeed him in the Senate, last spring, when he captured the great
mained there until the storm had spent it- ceiver and read off at the same time by an was badly frozen, but is in good spirits and should the Democrats again carry the Leg* Van Haltren. He says “no," bnt it may be
a denial for “business purposes."
«elf— two nights and one day.
ordinary sounder, the dick of which vas slowly recovering.
iflature.
b Barnes County, & N. Pray and J. B. almost incessant”

record. This unequaled, interviewby
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Miss Boyce's Terrible Experience.

special.]
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Advice to Toanic Editors.
longs to doubt and unrest. I go to
No man in the country, certainly no find more light. Add ye not to the
newspaper man, is more noted for darkness who remain behind. God
lUiancr, for personal in- bless you all”
brains, for brilliancy,
tegfity, and, withal, for high-minded
Johnnie’s Lo?lc.
loyalty to the cause he may champion,
Mamma— You should lead such a
than is Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal;and his words life, Johnnie, that if you died suddenly
of kindly advice and encouragement you would hot be ashamed to meet your

two young men who had just severed Maker.
Johnnie (thoughtfully) — I should
connection with his paper, to start for
themselves the Louisville Sunday think He was the one to be ashamed if
He’s the maker.— Xi/^e.
News, are well worth reading :
to

May to

Bell.

OH

JACOBS

Dnin

Bjctx : I'll write yon a short letter
To say I'm wonderfullybetter;
How much that means you oucht to know,
'Who saw me just one month ago—
Thin, nervous, fretful, white a» chalk,
Almost too weak to breathe or talk ;
Head throbbing, &s if fit for breaking,
A weary, ever-present aching.
But now life seems & different thing:
I feel as glad as bird on wing 1
I say, and fear no contradioiion,
That Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Is grand ! Why, I’d have died without it t
Ma thinks there’s no mistake about it
It's driven all my ills away:
Just come and see 1 Yours
Mat.

LUMBAGO.

_

Carriage.— Why so

many

deviate from a

graceful carriage may be accounted for in as
many ways as there are misshapen beings.

over,

Do you

feel dun. languid low-aplrtted,Hf»~
and indescribably mhorable, both pnyaL
and
mentally; experience a aenw off*
Shun the bath-tub. Mur&t was aesasA choking sensation—The latest gag.
fullnen or bloating after eating, or of “yoaa
sinaled and McUunglo was lost in one.—
new,” or emptiness of stomach In the more*
—New Haven News.
Alta California.
iug, tongue coated, bitter or bad taste hi
provided muscular supjiorts to hold it erecL
mouth. Irregular appetite, dizziness,frequen|.
What a Dunce!
If you have catarrh, two tho surest remedy
TWISTED OUT OF SHAPE.
headaches, blurred eyesight, “ floating specks'*
—Dr. Sage’s.
before the eyes, nervous prostrationor ob»Distortions.—Men and women recklessly
I iuffered with fever, hot head and foul breath,
haustion,irritabilityof temper, hot flushes
With Btomtch disordered— was eick unto death.
twist themselves out of shape, and the realternating with chilly sensations,sharps
When your toes are osleep they aro
I bore it a. week— surely I was & dunce—
sult is the few standing straight and the
biting,
transientpains here and tbare, cost
Then I took a few *Pollets"-they
cured mo at coma-toso.— £>'/. Paul Herald.
u.any bending down.
feet, drowsinessafter meals, wakefulness,or
once.
SYMPTOMS.
disturbed aud unrefreshing sleep, oonstooL
What a dunce, indeed,to neglect such a Ex-Alderman 8. 0. Dishman Happily
Pains.— Those which afflict the beck are the indesoribablo feeling of dread, or of impend*
remedy and suffer a week, when quick relief
inp calamity ?
Surprised.
most insidiousor subtile. They come at
could have been found in Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
If you have all, or any considerable number
times without warning;we rise from a sit- of these symptoms, you arc sufferingfrom,
Purgative Pellets
“Father,we aro much pleased at seeing you
ting posture to find the back so crippled o;
that most common of American maladies—
home again. Como, sit down, and toll us of
Bilious Dyspepsia, or Torpid Liver, associated
strained os to cause acute suffering.
In these days it would not be strange if your journey.”
with Dyspepsia,or Indigestion. The morr
“Well, I "navo boon out about fivo waeka
TREATMENT.
some one adulteratedthe milk in the cocoacomplicated your disease has become, thw
this time, and have mot with very gratifying
Cure.— Rub the parts afflicted freely with
nut.— i-’uc/i.
greeter the number sud diversity of
results. I have written many policies, and
St. Jacois On.; rub hard and vigorously, toms. No matter what stage it bas res
is still more pleasing, I find that tho
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Disco
producing warmth, and if the pain is slow
For Coughs and throat troublesnse what
Masonic Mutual Benefit Association is becom“Krown'M Bronchial Trochee.” ing very popular in this B ate. Now, Eftio, In yielding, wran the parts in flannel steeped will subdue it, if token according to
in not water ana wrung out.
—They stop an attack of uiv asthma cough tell me how you aro; I see you aro looking so
very promptly.— C. Fateh, Mini nit' Me, Ohio.
much bettor.'"
Sold by Druggistsand Dealers Everywhere.
...By Disease,'
__ ..
“Yes, father, that rheumatism which has
maladiesare quite liable to set In and,
THE CHARLES A VOGE’.ER CO., Baltimore.Md.
“Here is another lock out," said tho given me so much pain for months has enor later, induce a fatal termination.
barber, as ho examined the elderly gentle- tirelyleft mo. .Oh! I was so lame a partof
Dr. Pierce’* Golden Medical Dio*
tho time that I could scarcelystand upon AGENTS WANTED
man's head. _________ ___ __
covcry acts powerfullyupon tho Liver, *o&>
PA1TEKN8,
lor making Kmr*,
my feet Hibbard’s Rheumatic Byrup and
through that great blood -purifying organ,
Tiille*,Caps. Mittens,et-. Ma“ROUGH ON ITCIT Ointment cures Skin Hu- T.astors cure mo.”
.rhinesent.bymall for $t. Send cleanses tho system of all blood-taints and im*
mors, Pimple*. Flesh Worms, Rmo Worm, Tetter,
purities,from whatever cause a
fnrlat* reunced price-list.
“Well, Eflio, thst reminds mo I have heard
equally efficacious in acting upon
K. RUSS A CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Halt lllmm, Frosted Fe.-t. Chilblain*, Itch, Ivy more praise for that remedy than any other
neys, and other excretory organs
of labor. Make the Sunday News a Poison, Harbor’s Itch, Kcahl Hoad, Eczema. .r»0c.
ever known; every place where I have been I
strengthening, and healing their d __
LADY AGENTS
transcription of yourselves, self-respect- Druggists or mail. E. H. Wells, Jersey City.N.J. hear the people speik of its merit, both as a
employmentat |V) to lluO per on appetizing, restorative tonic, it promote*,
ing and sincere; equally upright and
great medicine for rheumatism aud a blooding up
month *cllimM!ti»*MiCTtySnp- digestion and nutrition, theroby building
dlstrtc
pur ill
portprs. Sample outfit lre«. both flesh and strength. In malarial
____
elevated ; at all time and in all places
NERVOUS DEBILITY.
Addrua CinelunaUBtupender this wonderfulmedlolno lias gained great
'“Well, father,you can recommend it; siy
“a gentleman.”
Uo.. it E. Ninth bt.. OiiiciunaU, O.
celebrity in curing Fever and Ague, Chilis and
that I IkjIiovo it to be one of tho best in the
Fever, Dumb Ague, and kindreddiseases.
“With malice toward none and charity A Sure ami Positive Cure for This Com- world.
Effie L. Dishman,
Dr. Plcrcc’s Golden nodical Dl*»
mon Complaint.
Third street, Grand Rapid.*, Mich.
for all,” firm but courteous, and
covcry
Bufferera from nervous debility complain of
Dac. 24, 1887.
through the most serious trials cf
physicalami nervous weakness and exhauspublic duty maintaininga healthy, tion; there is prostrationof tho physical
A joker tells of a capitalist so timid that
from a common Blotch, or Eruption,to th*cheery, sensible good-humor. Your strength, a tired feeling with no inclination for he will not let well enough a loan without
worot Scrofula. Salt-rheum," FeveMores,’*
wish to have your professional associ- exertion, and tho power to work is diminished; good security^
Scaly or Rough Skin, In short, all disease*
caused by bad blood aro conquered by thi*
ateaon
board, as
ates on board,
as it
it were,
were, when you tho natient wakes mornings tired and nnreKIDDER'S
Delicate Children, Nniulng
powerful, purifying, and invigoratingmedii
freshed;there .s an exiretno nervous and irn•nBHBBBHBMlHBUiJukituwa,
Mua,
cine. Great Hating Ulcers rapidly besl under
launch your bark, is of most excellenti ta^ie condition, a dull, cloudv sensationoften Mothers, Overworked Men, and for all disUKMION TMI.->VArMi - k .» oam.a „i
It* Itenign influence. Especially has It maniaugury. It indicates that you are in- i accompaniedby disagreeablefeelingsin tho eases where tho tissues are wastingaway from
fested its potency in curing JTetter, Eczema,
fipireit by an
corps. I head and eyes; tho thoughts wander easily; tho inabilityto digest ordinaryfood, or from
Erysipelas,Bolls, (Carbuncles.Sore Dyes,
irong
I never knew a man that was false to I tbere will be gradual fading of strength,with overwork of tho brain or body, all such should
uIoiih Sores and Swellings, Hip-JointD isoase.
weakness ami pam in tho bio.i ; bad taste m take Bcotl’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver Oil ia authorized by Dr Talmage and Rev. C. H. “ White Swellings,”Goitre,
re, or Thick Neck*.
that who did not fail. It is an ill bird the mouth mornings, tho vision becomes dim, with Hypophosphitos.“I used tho Emulsion Spurgrou topubliahthelrSermnnsoverywesk.
Tho and Enlarged "(Slands.' Send ten cents in
that fouls his own nest; and we are not tho memory impa rock ami there is frequent on a lady who was delicate and threatened Cneapcstand ifout Popular lllustrated/t-lijlous/’apsr
stamps for a largo Treatise, with colored
inibluhed. *1 .50 per year. Try it tor * month* for
dizziness; often the patient is gloomy and dewith Bronchitis. It put her in such good 25c. Specialterma to Chum of two or more. Sample p(at<«.on Skin DiRoasoa, or the same amountnil of us birds of a feather? Believe me,
spondent, and tho nerves become ho weakened health and flesh that I must say it is tho host copy free. Addreaa 03 lilble Ilousr. New York. for u freatiso on ScrofulousAffoctions.
it is a greater pleasure to me to have
alter a tmu that the least excitementorshock
Emulsion I ever used.”—
P. Waddell,
Why la Chicago headquarters “FOR THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE.**
your desire for this recogniton than it will flush the face, bring a tremor or trembling M. D., Hugh’s Mills, & C.
for FI KE ARMS f We Thoroughly (-loansoit by using Dr. Plerceto
uro Bhljjping daily to all Golden Medical Discovery! and' good
can be to you to receive it; aud so, God or palpitation of the heart
part* of ibe Uuiled Mates,
For these symptomi Dr. Greene’s Norrura
bless you, and good luck to you
Money
flies pretty fast, considering that
Fire
Arm* nnd Sporting digestion, a fair skin, buoyant spirits,vital
Nerve Tonic, tho groat strengtheningand inGondn at I.ESN Tbnn MAN- strength and bodily health will bo cstabUsheiLit has no wings. — Judge.
vigorating remedy, is a sure and positive cure.
UFAUTUKEKS’FRICK*.
The Anchor Bralte.
Write for CA’t’AI.OOUK.
Under the mo of this wonderful restorative,,
“ROUGH
ON
RATS,” for rats v^e, bnga 15c.
Among the many recent railway in- which ispu ely vogotabl) ini 1 therefore harm- “Rough on Catarrh.” Only absolute cure. 50 c. Jenney & Graham Gun
which is Scrofula of tho Lungs. Is arrested’
and cured by this remedy, if talcon In th»
ventions which ha\o attracted special lo*s, tho dull eyes regain their brilliancy, tho “Rough on i ornh.” Hard or soft corns. 15c.
pale look and hollow cheeks show renewed
earlier stages of tho disease. From its mar“Rough on Toothache” Instant relief. 15a
attention is what is termed the anchor
lieaith and vitality,tho weak aud exhausted
velous power over this terribly fatal diseasew.
brake, to be used in cases of emergency. feelings give place to strength and vigor, tho
when first offering this now world-famed remWhen 1 say core I do not mean merely to atop them edy to the public. Dr. Pierce thought serlouaijr
The plan involved in this case is that brain becomes clear, tbo uervoi strong aud
for a time mid then have them return again. 1 mean a
of calling it his “Consumption Cuhk," bug
of having an anchor to drop from the steady, tho gloom and depression are lilted
radii at cure. I have made the dlHeasi- ut FITS. F1Tabandonedthat name as too restrictive for
from the mind and perfect and permanent Mikes many lives miserable,mid often leads to self
Til’S V or FALLING SICKNESS a lite long ntiidy. I
a medicino which, from its wonderful 00mrear end of the train and engage with health is restored It is an alnolme and cerdestruction. Distress after catinK.sick headache, warrant my remedy to cure the wont case*. Ik-cauae bimttiou of tonic, or strenutbening,
niterstlveL.
the ties. Provision for preventing tho tain p'.,c lie for nervous debility. Young men heartburn,sonr stomach, mental depression,etc., aro others have failed is no reason for not now mvlvlng a or biood-clennsing, antl-bilinns,pectoral, and
cure. Bond at once for a treatise)and a Free Butth- ot
bending of the ties, under the strain with weakened nerves andexhaiist»d vitality caused by this very common and increasingdisease. m.v infallible remedy. Give Express and 1’ost Offl -e. nutritiveproperties, is unequaled,not onhr
as a remedy for Consumption, but for
brought upon them, might, it is sug- can rera n their strength by its use. It re- Hood’s Karsapjrillatones the stomach, creates in ll.G. ROOT.M. U.. 183 1’earl SU Nmv York. Chronic
Diseases of, tho
stores lost energy and invigoratesthe weakgested, be devised as simply ns tor the ened vital powor.5 in ol l and young. No one •ppetite, promotes healthy digestion,relievessick
axles, aud, by having a good
good long need desnair of a cure. U<e Dr. Greene's headache,clears tho mind, and cures the most obLiver, Blood,
stinate cases of dyspepsia.
spring to ease t' e shock when the au- j Nprvura Nerve Tonic, and an absolutelycor“Feelinglanguid and dizzy, having no appetiteand
For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Short**
RUNS.
chor came to a bearing,in addition to taT curo Y'1! rc,8’!lLi.r,,
ness of Breath, Chronic Nasal Catarrh,Bronno ambition to work. 1 took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, with
chitis, Asthma, Severe Coughs, aud kindred,
the relief winch would come from the i fiUro an(i j,0^ i)|- Greene’s Nervnra Nerve the best results. As a health invigoratorand medicine
affections.It is an efficientremedy.
draw springs ol the entire train with- Tonic; take no other, for this remedy has for generaldebilityI think it superior to anything
TH Coni* of Droeb hire bwn *awtd b» on* mtn fn 0
Sold by Drugglsta, at $1.00, or Six Bottle*
hoor*. Huolrtl,have uw.d 5 tUd t oord* daily, “fraclfv •’
else."
A.
A.
Rikku,
Albany
Street,
Utica.
N.
Y.
no
equa’.
If
your
druggist
does
not
have
it,
for f/LO-O*
out any expense at all, a train might
Wtealavcrr Farm** and Wool Chop^r v.nto. f\r,i crd>r from
he w 11 get it for you. Dr. Greene, 35 West
fw Send ton cents in stamps for Dr. Pleroeto
y*er vlelstiy *JW«. th. ip#nt, IlloouaiM Catalntat rKKS.
easily bo brought to a stop within lifAdditaaFOLDING SAWING MACH INF. CO.,
book on Consumption. Address,
14th Hr., New York, the great specialistin cur503 8. Canal Street. Chloaso, 111.
teen or twenty feet from an ordinary ing nervous and chronic diseases, can bo conSold by all druggists. |l;slxfor|3.Prepared only
World’s Dispensary Medical Aisoclatln,
passenger speed, if something did not sulted by letter free. Write him about your by C. I. HOOD A CO.. Lowell. Mass.
Barnes’ Patent Foot Power Machinery.
give way. A more practicable inven- case.

I do

not know, young gentlemen,
how, after giving you a hearty ‘'Godspeed* in your enterprise, I can comply with your urgency to say something
appropriate to the occason. Once upon
a time I worked for a man, and one of
the best men I ever knew, big of train
and heart, who was just and kind to
me, but who could never quite forgive
me for quitting his service and going
out in the world to seek its favor on
my own hook. Since then I have had
many quit me for that purpose, and can
truly say that no one of them ever went
away without carrying with them my
sympathy. It is a hard thing, and affords but a poor prospect for energetic
and aspiring youthhood, to work for a
taskmaster on a salary, and I am always gratitied to see the boys “branch
out” as you are doing. Both of you
earned the right to your independence
by the work you did on the CourierJournal. Keep it up, and you cannot
fail to achieve success m your new field
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CURES ALL HUMORS,
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lees,

column is the mainstay of the body, which stiffens up the
straight man or woman, mid nature has
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MUSCULAR WEAKNESS.

Lama Back.— The

PflSTILLEsHSS
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honorable

The Christian Herald
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CONSUMPTION,

CURE FITS!

I

Dyspepsia
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and Lungs.
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.EASY

,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

tion, perhaps, is that of

a car

100 Doses

One

Dollar

Workers of Wood

fire-ex-

ROUGH ON PILES. Quick, complete cure. .r>0c.
tinguisher, in case of derailment or HUCHU-PAIBA,Groat Kidney Remedy. SI.
collision. It consists of a tank of water
above tho stove, just above the fire; a
trap in the bottom of the tauk is connected by levers with a series of arms
at the bottom of tho car, one of these
arms extending under each corner of

WELLS’
WELLS’

HEALTH RENEWEU for weak men.
HAlRRALSAM. If gray, gradually

restores color; elegant tonic dressing. 5Ua

Has Boon Around the World.
Imagiuo tho surprise of an American

CURE FOR CONSU MPTI

PISO’S

0

N

VT

w tn UK a day. Samples worth S1.50,FREE.
wBfck fines not under tbo horse’s feet. Write

Hay ^Straw Press

sS
_
I

will

rend

it

imitative

of English fashions, were the first to
catch the craze for chrysanthemums,
and their floristshave given some wonderful exhibitionsof these flowers, arranging them in masses of color or
harmoniouscombinations in their beautiful Horticultural Hall, on Tremont
Btieei.— Brooklyn Eagle.

Badges of Mourning.
One paragraph in the will of the late
Sylvanus Cobb, the novelist and jour-

“And I do set it down as
my express desire that no member of
my family or relative or friend shall
for me put on, at anytime, any outward
badge of mourning. Let no blackness
of crape or funeral weeds cast its gloom
npon my memory. I would that my
beloved ones should seek the brightness and fragrance of faith, and trust
in God rather than the gloom that benalist, ran :

on trial

J. A.

t'lllS. B.

LAMM!,

creamybalmPatarrH
two

,ats”

months to find

the

copyright of
the name in those countries, and is shipping immense quantities of the great
“Rough on’s” to those countries and England. Americans should be proud of
“Rough on Rats." It accompanies and
makes him feel at homo in every land.—
New Haven Register.

Grand Mardi-Gras

Festival.
Why don’t you go to the Now Orleans Mardigraa? Twenty-fivedollars for the round trip.
If you do go, by all means take the Evansville
Ronto to Nashville, thence via Decatur, Birmingham, Montgomery, and Mobile to New
Orleans. The beautiful country through
which you will pass, and the varied scenery,
will satisfy you that it is tho only route for
one to travel by from Chicago to New Orleans. Besides,it is tho only routo running a
fast train from Chicago to tho Soutli. Train
leaves Dearborn Stationat 4:15 p. m. daily,
wi th palaco buffet sleeping care.
Ticketswill be on safe from Feb. 0 to 12,
inclusive, and good for return until March 1.
For maps, time-tables, and information in
detail, address F. E. Scott, City Taseonger
aud Ticket Agent, 64 Clark street, Chicago;
or, Wm. Hill, General Passenger and Ticket
Agent, First National Bank Building, Chicago.

W

Ws have sold Big G for
many years, and it has
B slvtn the best of seUs*
faction.

four men and one team
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SPENCER, Dwight,
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__ __

III.

I0RTHEM BROWI

BUY

i

tion seems to be as great among the Turks,
I v<u surprise*
Calcuttiansand Australiansas here. Rough
on Rats in a display head line of a vemac- after using Ely's

Cream Palm

L

*1,00.

gQUbjrPnmUB..

A PI* lift
I I

crops nnd the way to Ket them Is to plant ftaUtr’a Seeds. 100.000
Roses and Plant*.Send 8c for sample Ilonunr.a Oat. (300 bu. por a
a.)aod finest catalogue ever published.JOIJi.IiLZ£t,LACrssM,VU.

r*EE.

the Boston people, being

out

1

ires-

9f

I prescribe end folly endorse Big G M the only
specific for tba certain cur*
of this disease.
0. H. INGRAHAM, M. D.,
Amsterdam, N. Y.

I

else. Tho power of euphonious allitera-

PACIFIC

ITTHLUOSS or ACRES of e»cb In MlnnwoU. North.
Dakota, Montana, Maho, Waxhlnirton and Orrgon.
CCyn CflR Fiihllcationt with Map* deaortblngTh*aenurun sssr Agricultural, Graying and Timber Land* now onrn to Hettlrra Sent Free. AddrM*

rIKIId^A«z^SKi^s;'r*

%

«»ti

FREE Government LANDS-

$250

We

pictured on porcelain and lacquered
ware must have had a divine inspiration in fashioning it and giving it to
mortals. The imperial fans of the
i;oyal household in Japan bear exquisite designs of the chrysanthemum in
gorgeous coloring. It is the flower
par excellence in all seasons of the
year “in the land of flowers.” The
seeds of the chrysanthemum were carried to England by some traveler years
since, where the flower has gradually
grown into immense favor, taking the
place of the violet-leaveddahlia, and
other autumnal flowers, until the liking for it has become a national craze,
and the chrysanthemum shows in London are patronized by all lovers of
flowers and the fashionable world at
large. On our own side of the globe

NORTHERN

lIo.038.Bah, St* IccL'ord.XU.

who, wimderingfifteen hundred miles into
A MONTH. Agents wanted.CO best sellthe interior of Africa to Zuliiland ami tho
ing article* in the world. 1 a«mp!e FREE.
Address JAY HKONSON, Detroit. Mich.
home of the white race of “She," who must
MENTION THIS PAPER »»» *am«a to idtsituiu.
be obeyed, aud tho white queens of HagU M ft on James Hi vor.Va., in Clan inont
gard, should by chance guzo at some big
rock on whose side was painted in big block
letters, the familiar epigram, “Rough on
MENTION THIS TAI'KR wuin wKirmo to advebtiea&e.
Rats.” His thoughts would be given another violentshift homeward,when upon
IlitfcCutting. MOODY 4 CO., Cincinnati.0.
entering a city nearly two thousand miles
MENTION THIS PAPER wnan wamxa to AaTiKruia*
inland ns large as New Haven, a newsboy
offered him a daily paper for 12 cents, twice
as large as the largest New York daily, on
The Chrysanthemum Craze.
whoso title page the same “Rough on Rats”
MENTION THIS PAPER «*» warn** to lOTiarusaa. 4
have borrowed many tasteful slared him in the face.
ft
ft Fresh, reliable, only 2 and 3
The people of Africa, India and Austra- W L L 1
cents per large package. 2 O.ftOO
decorations from the Japanese, but
btIm
IT
H
J
oW Novelty Presents lor my citsnone so beautiful^ this graceful, po- lia seem to be troubled more with rats and
turners. Mammoth Heed Farms
rabbits than anything for which there are One acre otsolid glass. BeautifulIllustrated Garden
etic blossom, so featheryand delicately
II. W. DtX’KDKK,
American specitics. This has been discov- Guide
Rockford 8«ed Farm, Rockford, III.
tinted, and of such a pungent, woody ered by the ever progressive Yankee, and
odor that it would seem as though “Rough on Rats” is more extensively adtheir odd-shaped gods whom wo see vertised in these countries than anything

each platform, while another extends
down toward the track; in case, therefore, of collision,one of the arms under the platform must be struck first,
thus moving the lever, opening the
trap, and instantly deluging the lire
with watqr ; or, in case of derailment,
one of the arms hanging down toward
the track is struck, and operates the
lever.— New York Sun.

BUFFALO, N.Ek

II LOW PRICE RAILROAD LMDS

W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO.,

awvimiiaiu^

St.,

MUNTION THIS PAFZR wn» «im>. to

hiai’.riilSchool! or Horn Trilclaj,
With them boy* can acquire practical
Journeyman a trad**beforethey --lofor
thimielrei," Hrlea-I.UlCaUlognof re«.

DrewsterBifety Rein HolderCo.,Holly, Mich

main

PENSIONS SSWy^aSStofc ST

vlthont ill am power, by ailag ontflla 0 Itboaa
Machine* ,can bldlower.tDd aato
Booty fruu iholrj obi, than by aay other
Beau* far dotaf ibelr work. AHuCor

ora

/ lUidJ is Wurth *.0u per pound. Pettit’sEye Salvo
but is sold at ascents a box by dealer*.
MENTION THIS PAPER whim warnse to ootbitmou.

MENTION I MIS PAI'KK when wnmiu jo

663

or Metal,

Genuine tordMrlut
DIAMOND
RINGS
Hw prWS
To •oabU

bi

«f

r*P«t»r

I

FREE

B«*ki Into th« btad*

of

!

tsatay MoaUss

verse la the Blblef w*
aoi wtr

will (Irtib* f.tleirl., vataabM prtMaUi Kor tba flnl c*rtirt
aO*a tleman'*(or lady '1) Honiinf Cut Solid Uold Watch and Chat, worth $751 for Uta

wr Uraad CwMsatfte

right nostril, which

was closed for 20
years, was open and
free as the other. I
feel

IL

very thankful

H.

—
taaa TrlllsfTablH, Ac. Wa (narmU* this parkip to mora thia aatkfy trtrf parchanf •*
will wund lag moo*? p*i4 for IL B# nr* to riv* your fill da»f an*! feldrcaa.
Addrtta

Cressengham

275-18IA El, Brook-

HOWARD PUBI.IMHINQ

ever

lyn.

STEKETEE’S

Make

your

own

Bitters

Dollar for a bottleof Stomach Bitters,
containing:more poor whiskey than ipediclne,
undersip
when the undersigned
will send yon by mall
mail one
4 oz. packageof ROOTS, HERBS and BERRIES,
whichwill makeONE GALLON of the best TONIC
anyone ever used. The use of this Tonic has
cured INDIGESTION,DYSPEPSIA,FEVER and
Consumption Huroly Cured.
AGUE; as au appetizer none better; acts on the
To tbo Editor: -Please inform your readers Kidneys ami general debility,and gives Tone to
that I have a positive remedy for the above- tho Stomach; in fact I challenge all other Tonics.
named disease. By its timely use thousandsof It is far the cheapest Tonic known. One packhopeless cases have been permanently cured. I age will equal one dozen bottles of ordinary Bitball be glad to send two bottles of my remedy ters sold at One Dollar per bottle.Full directlfkke to any of your readers who have consump- tions on every package. A sk your Druggist for
tion if they will send mo their Express and “STEKETEE'S DRY BITTERS.’’ If your drugP. O. address. Respectfully,
gist does not keep them on sale, then send to the
undersigned.I will send one package to any adT. A. SLOCUM, M. C,. 181 Pearl St. N. Y.
dreas within the U. S. on receipt or 25c. u.S.
LOOK YOUNG, prevent tendency to wrinkles portage stamps taken in payment. Two packages
50c., and a trial botUe of STEKETEE'S
or ageing of the skin by using LkaubklliOm.
Preservesayoutkfnl,plump, fresh condition of NEURALGIA DROPS included. Address,
GEO. O. 8TKKETKE, Grand Rapids. Mich.
the features. A transparent alabaster skin, 91.
Use STEKETEE'S PIN
DESTROYER,
Druggists or sip. E, A Wells, Jersey City, N. J. sure cure. Price 95 cents.
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^atlingford, cSlm.

Mexican

Mustang
Why pay

.

orrn.Eis
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Strains,

Contracts!
Muscles,
Eruptions,

Burnif

Stitches,

Hoof Ail,

Bealdx,

Stiff Joints,

Stingy

Backache,

Screw
Worms,

Bites,
Bruisegf

Galls,

Bwinnoy,

orei,

Badule Galli,

Bunions,

Spavin

Piles,
Cakedfireasta,

BoUtlea,

Scratches,

Limbago,

Sprains*

Conn

8

_

Cracks,

Cures Neuralgia,Toothache,

llfi

EUM

ISM0^

Lame Back, Stiff Joints,Spraim, Bruitev
«f.urni’ Wound,» Old Sores and

All

Aches and Pains.

The many tesUmoniala received by as mors thaw
prove all we claim for thla valuable remedy/ la

^ hVotm ym?° ftaVr*;

Gw

r

coilpm'
For

MAN

or

BEAST, Rub it
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Clocks and Jewelry,
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don’t know what that word
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POWDER

of the discovery of Aperies,
It

has a good, hand made look. It Is
event worth celebrating .ortow, more on

Thompson; Dressed

competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. So'donijin
cans. Kotal BAkinq Powder Co., 106 "all St.,
New York.
5°-48-
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opera.

Now

for going to the

they undress more than

streaked from heel to eyebrow
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Now
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Then
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Office.

STEVENSON.

C. A.

Holland,Mich., Aug. 4, 1887. 27-lyr

men
young men

the young

-

1887.
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11-ly

Wealth!

Patti.

Wilson

By

Then

SON,

strengthens both.
A doctor’s average bill

Iitcies, Clocks,
Db. K. C. West's Nkbvk and Bbain Treat-

over-indulgence.
Each box contains one month a
still survive them; Living longer than treatment.$1.00 a box, or six boxes for 55 00,
their fathers; We have learned another sent by mail prepaid on receiptof price.

WE GUARANTEE

chapter; We’ve had the time to let our

SIX

BOXES

To euro any case. With each order received by us
beard grow; We haye lately cut our eye for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, w* will
send the purchaser our written guaranteeto reteeth- And although we may seem simple fund the money if the treatmentdoes not effect
In the presence of the stranger, Yet he a cure. Guarantees ieeued only by YATES &

KANE,

When we’re
dealing from the bottom; Turning tacks
at times unwonted; Yet he wants to come

Dreggiet*, Sole Agents, Hollaad, Mich.

to keep his eye peeled

baking,

When

the earth with frost

And the mercury

is

is freezing. I

he vainly hopes to leave us, Sobbing sadly
in the distance;And when he returns bald

headed. He will hear our shouts and
laughter, As beneath his scalp wo gather

Drying

In our

smoky wigwam, Like

plaque In our tepee.

Wo

a hair

have not forgot

how Cortez Taught our fathers to walk
Spanish,

guage

And we have

And

acquired the lan-

ourselves are taking classes.

That’s four centuries’ evolution;That's
the kind of Injuns wc are

A well-springof pleasure is a healthy
baby; keep your baby in good health by
using Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup.-tbefriend
of infancy. Price 25 cents.
From all sections of the country come
tidings of the good effects of Laxador in
diseases of the liver, stomach, bowels and
blood. It cures constipation,ma[jrla]
fever, headache, nervousness,etc. rrtce
only 25c. a package. Bold everywhere.
Examination of Teachers.

Spectacles,Etc.

1888.
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We

the

BEST WAGONS

and be assured of home,

AND

Six years ago, I contracted a severe
Cold, which settled on my Lungs, and
soon developedall th<f alarming symj)toms of Consumption. I had a Cough,
Night Sweats, BleedingLungs, Pain in
my Chest and Sides, ami was so rompletely prostrated,as to be confined to
my bed most of the time. After trying
various prescriptions,without benefit,
my physician finally determinedto give
m'e Ayer’s Cherry 1 Vet oral. I took it,
and the effect was magical. 1 seemed
to rallv from the first dose of this medicine, and, after using only three bottles,
am now as well and sound as ever.
Rodney Johnson, Springfield,111.

of

Combination

Platform,

Wagons,

Express
to which i

—

I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
in my familv, for Colds and Coughs,
with infallible success, and should not
dare to In* without this medicine through
the winter months. — Russel Bodine,
Hughesville, Lycoming Co., Pa.
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1527 and 1529 Arch St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

that

If

you think of buying

^1^01

QJ
clothi

0761001^

caD be made to order very nearly as

ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture of
^ " the doth and the improved style and fitting qualities, to say

dc-ireaiFo to can the attentionofaii owner?

cheap as

nothing of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
olothinc In ordering it is necessary to consider

of i

order you must consider that

_
Furs.
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I also

OH! MY BACK!

always keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmiuga and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying

manufacture

___

I

1st.

-

kinds of

At Coopersvllle,(special,) Friday, April
27th.

Each session to commence at 8 o’clock,

Holland. Mich. Jan.

13,

every

customer.

aU

Highest price paid for

At Zeeland, (special,) Friday, March 30.

health resorts in the

world.
200 page book mailed free.
have some very fine novel
For particulars, address,
ties in Jewelry.
DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
O. BREYMAN.

BUGGIES.

have recentlycommenced the manufacture

I

the concentrated vitality

of all the

bargains.

Holland Mich., Aug. 18 1887.

At Grand Haven, (regular) on Thursday,

March

store

at any

I

FLIEMAN|good

The

will be held as follows:

Co

RrnilWPP &

/

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer fc Co., Lowell, Maw.
Bold by all Druggiits.Price $1 ; aix botllea, $o.

series of examinations for applicants for a teachers’ certificatefor the
spring of 1888, in the county of Ottawa,

!

air; not “dosing,” or “drugare selling
Goops cheaper than ever and ging,” or • going a thousand
Dealers in Furniture, Curtains, to • customers their miles away from home and
W all Paper,
,s ^ortb_
friends. It is breathing daily
1 Carpets,
Jl
money’s worth.
ture Frames, etc.,
Call early and make good into your lungs, at your own

Mpvpp

a

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is a highly
concentratedand powerful medicine.
It is an anodyne expectorant, and, if
promptly taken, in cases of Coughs,
Throat or Lung troubles, soothes and
heals the irritated tissues, and quickly
allays all tendency to Consumption.

eyre you

and will be pleased to see the in trying our treatment. It is
people of Holland and vicinity simply “breathing different

S*WS uv

*ON,.

It will

Have you

Remember always one thing!
on the corner or
Market and Eighth Streets, You risk absolutely nothing

new

chicaso -

PC ,ULOUIS. MO

to strengthen them.

have just occupied ouf dyspepsia ?

We

pf^iNEV^flk
_

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

Board of School J
ISxaminers, Ottawa County, Num- >

Office of Secretary of

ca, Jan. 30,

is

“Home

Are you nervous? Those tired,
sick headaches will varnish!

and

copper colored maidens, Gone the dusky sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhcea
aouaw and sachems. But their children caused by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuseor

in winter,

in our

Have you weak lungs? Give
Solid and Plated Ware, compound oxygen one chance

ment, a guaranteedspecificfor Hysteria, DizziConvulsions, Fits, NervousNeuralela, HeadCanon Farrar, Donkey, Bong bird, Tough ness,
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
and Parson, Reap alike a golden harvesl. alcohol or tobacco, Wakelulness,Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in insanity
Gone are all Columbus’ Injuns, Gone the and leading to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in either

wanU

weak

JEWELRY,

Wilde

-‘Tug- •

Compound Oxygen.

it is

Treatment,” and you will save
the other $35, and feel better
than you have for five years.

Still to-day the foreign raider Scoops

and Goodby

yeai’s

ago, Eeros and Qrugs; 25
years ago, Jdedicines; to-day

Dealers in

had room

their dollars by the hatfull ; Oscar

Sorcery; 100

$50. Invest $15

with their ducats, Gladly giving to the
for.

1880.

Medicines weaken the whole

BRETON &

0.
is

20,

New Goods! point; Compound Oxygen

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address all orders to

Health

Oct.

The cure for sickness 500
years ago was Jlegleot; 300

-

AND

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich.

Columbus found the natives Free and easy
strangers All the boodle they

46,

system to strengthen one

to be discovered;

strange men from foreign countries.

NO.

HEW STORE

Cnlled

ONE DOLLAR.

and anxious "mommers,” Ever wailing
on the seashore; Waiting for the men to
Anxious that they may bo sought for

neatly done.

Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

as evor they are waiting, Giddy g rls

still

for Ladies. Call and see them.

in

Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to all.

"WeelgLS

securely wrappea, 10 »uy buuicoo in
tnr three
thwnn months
mrvntho on
on receipt
rereintof
States for
of

seashore; Waiting for the Spanish sailors.

them, Eager

I have the Celebrated

years ago,

maids assembled. Waiting on the sand,

find

TV<

and CAPS, GRAY BROS.’ SHOE

Holland,Mich., Sept. 15,

smeared their bodies; Now the
paint the town red. Then he found the

Now,

a

and underwear.

News

Store next door to

will be mailed,

naint above the shoulders, But

. *

We have the largeststock of Fur Caps
the city, a big line.

costs

ft

at all prices.

des-

enr

much more to do so. Cost
like smoke to put on nothing. Then he
found the people painted, Ringed and
But

and

In the city, always on hand.

Repairing promptly and

U

dia

Prices.

$3l SHOE

BEST

cripand<caretuMy?ptly Gent’s Furnishing Goods

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
account of what wo have lh“ ,or "h*1
streneth and wholesomeness.
More economical
Chrialophor found. When ho landed
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in

clothes on; Found them dressed like Ly-

-

Repairing of every

Absolutely Pure.

Columbus Found the people with no

-

all gtades, style.,

Etc. HATS

Eye Glasses,

-

-Sniin proposes

-

Honest

OVERCOATS-

large assortment °f Gol,]’ Uln
Silver and Steel Spectacles,

!

AT

In the City.

and

Rogers’ Knives, Forks
Spoons.

A
ty Regwai.^

-

CFOR MEN AND BOYS

wei

M. C. A.— Meetings every Tuesday
7.30 o'clock. Rooms: Over

-

AT

Honest Goods

WINTER

CLOTHING

m.

morning subject. All

-

have the largest and best stock ef

FALL AND

Pr«yer meeting Thurs-Inin r at7-30. Subjects: Morning,

tion of the

Boots and Shoes

MKEBA E. HEROLD’S.

JONKHAH &

.

Mfthodist E. Chubch:— Services at
Sunday
School*at 13

THE FINEST

For the Clothing Store

Dealer in

”

'•-.!V-!

WYKHUYSEN,

H.

Congregationalsinging. CpenF !y L'nthnms by the choir. Praise
IS prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.

m.
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Successor to

fer:«*
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nraver
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C. A.
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188i.
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fill
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stock of Hats and Caps,

i

* The first and second grades of certificates are to be granted only at the regular
session,March

1.

The branchesrequired

...

For Sale at a Bargain

1

for a third grade

certificate under the revised law are

same

l_4t

A. W. Taylor,

A Sound Legal

Bec'y.

Opinion.

E. Bainbridge Monday Esq., County
Att’y, Clay Co., Tex., says: “Have used
Electric Bitterswith most happy results.
My brother also was very low with Malarial Fever and Jaundice, but was cured
by timely use of this medicine.
satisfied Electric Bitterssaved bis life.”
Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a like testimony, saying: He
positivelybelieves be would have died,

Am

it not been for Electric Bitters.
This great remedy will ward off. as well
as cure all Malaria Diseases, and for all
Kidney, Liver and Stomach Disorders
stands unequaled. Price 50c. ami $1, |t

will

figure. Inquire

&

Kane’s, Holland, and A. De

Krulf’s, Zeeland.

of

HARRINGTON.

g. j.

Whqlcsftlers and RetiUersof

DR. HILL’S
ENGLISH BUCHU Closing Out Sale
It

One

of the

OF CLOTHING!

Beit

Kidney

For the next thirty flays

I

•lock of

CRACKEBS, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.

"Jf.
fnderwear,

The trade supplied with everything in this line

tu* of InioilcatloK
drink.

PRICE, SI; Three Bottles for S2.80<
DartYrtdfree

nr

Send

for

of

any charpJ.

Orwlar.

Sold by

all Drn*|liU.

<W. JOHNSTON A CO.,
DETROIT. MICH.

look

at

For Sale by Yates & Kane.

98c.'

It can't

be beat.

Hollaad, Mich. Nov. 1«,
49-lyr.

1887.

Van

We’are

HARRINGTON,

lowest prices

llgents for the Fairview

Cheese Factory.

BlrMt'

GrlVESTJS

der Ven,

* UaVaNA filGARS

Jas. M.

at

Underwear.

E. J.

A. CAJ-mT-m

!

Manufacturerof

ClUC
FINE

HAVANA Wimno,

Office

37-l0moi.

my

Goods

Gandies, Nuts, Bakers’

INVESTIGATORSIN USE.®^
Will eon til dlut** of the SMotyi. BUddtr,IrrlUUon of
the Nock of iho BltfldM.B«rnln| OrlM, Olm, Oonorrhcet In
•II IU (UC*I. Nucoua DlwlitrgM. CoarHlon of iho Kldntyi,
Brick Duct DepositDiobeivc. lofltmmtllon of the Xldneye
end Bladder, Dropej of Kldneyt, Acid Urine, BloodyUrine.
PAIN IN TUI BACK. Beieotlon of Urine, Freqeent Urinetlon, Ornvel In all lU formi. Inabilityw Retain the Water,
partiealarly
In prreone advanced In life. IT IR A KIDNEY
INVESTIOATORthat rtriov*» the Urine to iu natoral color,
remorei the add and buraln*.and the effect of the exeeeelve

had

Yates

JOHNPESSIIJK & BE0,

Eighty lota on SixteenthBlrwt, jnat wnth of
First Avenne. They
sold at a very low

under the old law.
For a second grade certificate, Algebra,
Philosophyand School Law are added to

as

thoee branches named for a third grade,
and the further addition of English Literature, General History and Plain Geometry, for a first grade, entitlingthe holder
' to teach in any school in the state.

!
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